Weather
Militant Forecast: All jou
cracker. east epeet about the
same neather as %mese been
getting. Clear, maim dap. ts Ith
a few fleee) negatisi. (as In
photographic) clouds. High today by the Black Studies Department: 74.
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Trustees Set
New Conduct
Regulations
The State College Board of Trustees
has revised student disciplinary rules
to make drug possession and lewd or
obscene conduct on campus punishable
by suspension or expulsion.
These tough regulations were imposed Tuesday at the trustees meeting
in San Luis Obispo.
Newly-appointed Truster William O.
Weissich, former Marin County District Attorney, suggested that penalties for students who make insulting
remarks to instructors or cause others
to violate rules should also be more
strictly enforced.
The proposed regulations are subject to final approval by the trustees
at their meeting in May. If approved,
they would become law in the form of
Title Five in the California Education
Code.
According to the Trustees’ Chief
Counsel. Norman Epstein, the new
provisions would simply clarify the
vagueness of some of the present
regulations.
However. Steve Lieurance, executive secretary of the State College
Student Presidents’ Association, believes the new regulations go beyond
the present rules. He urged the trustees to forget the tougher regulations.
Such action by the trustees is mainly
a reaction to student unrest. instead
of a search for the actual causes and
an attempt to eliminate them, he
stressed.
Also objecting to the inclusion of
the tough "obscene conduct and drug"
regulations was Dr. Ernest Becker,
vice-chancellor for student affairs. He
particularly opposed the provision
which would make drug possession an
offense.

*

*
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State College Trustee Dudley Swim
requested Chancellor Glenn S. Dttmke
to study the possibility of introducing
a political test for all faculty members
in order to balance liberals and conservatives in various departments on
all 18 state college campuses.
The request came during a committee meeting of the trustees in San
Luis Obispo on Tuesday.
Trustee William Norris from Los
Angeles, charged that the resolution’s
implications of political imbalance are
scuirilous and unfounded and not
worthy of referring to the chancellor’s
staff for discussion.
Trustee Swim of Carmel Valley obtained the resolution from the San
Diego Chapter of the Sons of the
American Revolution who recently
called for such a study to be made.
Although Dumke offered to make
such a study and report at next
month’s meeting, t he It ustees adjourned the committee without making
any decision on the resolution.

.................
Today’s
World News
At a Glance

1

C’ompiled from Associated Press
SACRAMENTO - The S e n t e
passed 23-0 yesterday a bill by Sen.
Jadpes E. Whetmore (R-La Habra) imposing maximum jail terms for persons
convicted of interfering with norrnal
educational activities on state college
campuses. The bill, which makes such
offenses a misdemeanor, would require
a one-day jail term for a second offense, a 30-day term for a third offense and a 90-day term for fourth
and subsequent offenses, now goes to

the Assembly.

Panty Raid Hearing

Decision Goes to Clark

Photo by Mar/ M trk

SFS DAILY GATER Editor Greg de Giere, center, explained how the staff
is continuing to publ’sh since their funds were recently frozen, largely due
to contributions. Da:ly Assistant Editor Kenyon Jordan, right, presented
$286.20 collected at SJS last week to help the Gator continue to publish
independently. Rick Beban, editor of the College of Marin Times, left,
added his endorsement at the press conference yesterday.

By BOB BRACKETT
Daily Stuff Writer
Strict penalties are in store for members of the Theta Chi fraternity if
President Robert D. Clark chooses to
follow the recommendation handed
down by the Inter-fraternity Council
(IFC) yesterday afternoon.
The IFC hearing into the alleged
misconduct by members of the Theta
Chi fraternity during a March 6 panty
raid was held behind closed doors and
lasted nearly three hours.
Though the pmss was not allowed in
the conference room for the hearing,
a reliable source indicated the Judiciary took a strict, though not severe.
line in dealing with the "raiders."
The IFC Judiciary is said to have
Todus’s edition Include% a
special Spartan ’tail) spring
supplement edited by Kick Anderson and Loyd Brooks.

Still Publishing . . .

Gater Accepts Donations
The Spartan Daily turned over the
remainder of the SJS money contributed to the Daily Gater
it press
conference at San Francisco State
yesterday.
Transporting the $259.20, donated
last week by SJS students, were Mary
Marks, Daily associate editor. and Ken
Jordan, assistant editor.
The money was received by Greg
Giere, new Gater editor. Former

Editor Dikran Karaguezian resigned
last week for "personal reasons."
De Giere read a statement to newsmen denouncing Hayakawa as a "tyrant," and vowing the Gater would
continue printing, but "independently"
of the school. "We must rely entirely
on advertisements and contributions
such a.s these
SJS’)," he said.
Another statement, which "censured" Hayakawa for suspending the

*

Political Balance Test
Of Right, Left Faculty
Proposed by Trustee
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A.S. Meeting
Assoeiated students (A.s.)
Council %sill meet today at 3
p.m. instead of the regular
meeting WI Werinisda) at 3:30
p.m. ’estrum. ot the :Mendacity..
ot COMMA memiwrs at the
trustees meeting in San Luis
Obispo.

CUBG Bowling Lanes
Vote Called a Iell-Oue
Calling the 10-lane bowling alley decision by the College Union Board of
Governors (CUBG) a "sellout," student
member Mike Rutz yesterday said he
was resigning from the board.
He further said if the CUBG "can’t
see" that the money "should be put to
a better use" than a bowling alley he
will organize in protest a student fees
boycott next fall.
CUBG Chairman Paul Brown denied
it was a sellout. "A compromise, maybe," he said, "but WP didn’t sell out."
The 9-1 vote for 10 lanes negated the
CUBG’s vote earlier this semester to
eliminate the lanes from the new College Union. The latter vote had been in
response to protests that the originally planned 14 -lane bowling alley was not
desired by the majority of students.
Brown said the board decided on the
10-lane plan, intmcluced by student
member John Murphy, after learning
from the Chancellor’s office it would
be "almost impossible" to remove the
lanes altogether
The lone dissenting vote was cast by
Dave Aikman, Associated Students
(A.S.) treasurer. Rutz wa.s not in attendance at the Tuesday meeting.
Even the elimination of the four
lanes is not a certainty. Brown added.
But, he said, that plan will have a
"better chance" of going through the
Chancellot’s office, which makes the
’Mal decision.
Controversy over the bowling lanes
has boiled down to an issue larger
than the number of alleys in recent
weeks, according to Rutz. The question, he believes, is student selfdetermination.
Rutz has said the CUBG, by voting
for the lanes, is forcing on students
something they don’t want.
"I have fought for a union ( a student union) which would provide
unique services for students all year."
he said in a statement given to the
Daily, "but to no avail."
He alleged that the board "is stacked

with conservative faculty membess, including the adviser of the Young Republicans.
"Although there is an 8-6 student
majority on paper, one student identifies with the administration and several others are more concerned with
developing their compromise skills,
even in the absence of a compromise
situation."

Board Restores
Welfare Funds
A community effort of students,
welfare social workers, "little old
ladies," and others, to help general
assistance (welfare) recipients attain
a minimum subsistence level achieved
qualified success at a County Board
of Supervisors meeting Monday.
Supporters were able to convince
the board to restore $300,000, which
had been cut from the program and
had resulted in its running out of
funds. This refunding means that the
general assistance recipients will continue to get $62.10 per month, instead
of nothing at all.
These grants, below the minimum
subsistence figure set by the state
welfare department, lire the same for
a single person as for a parent with
any number of children. The general
assistance program, completely funded
and rnntrolled by the County Board
of Supersisors, takes in those people
who are not sufficiently disabled or
unemployable to be eligible for the
state welfare categories.
The second objective of CAP and
company, that of getting the grants
raised to a minimum subsistence level
and changing the basis for allocation
to coincide with the ccst of ii% ing, was
postponed Until April 23 at 2 p.m.

Gater, was read by Rick Beban, editor
of the College of Marin Times, The
statement was passed at a conference
of junior college journalists last weekend in Los Angeles.
Total money contributed came to
$286.20, including $27 collected by
Fresnti State. Sonoma State, still accepting donations at the time of the
press conference, was not able to attend. It was unknown how much
money the Sonoma effort has collected.
The Gater printed yesterday, for the
second day in a row despite a shortage
of office materials.
The edition accused Hayakawa of rejecting the strike agreement decided
last week by his Select Cormnittee and
the Third World Liberation Front.
The paper, suspended two and a half
weeks ago by Acting Pres. S. I. Hayakawa, has vowed it will continue to
print, alleging its suspension is a violation of the First Amendment.
That suspension, combined with the
freezing of the Gater’s Associated Student funds Feb. 17, gave rise to the
donation drive for the Gater undertaken by the Daily and the two other
schools.
Hayakawa defended his stand on the
Gater to persons at a press conference
yesterday at San Luis Obispo. He said
the Gater is not representative of the
student body since it is "pro strike
when 97 per cent of students are back
in class."

reconunended three separate penalties.
The first would concern the four members of the fraternity charged with the
actual misconduct.
The second would deal with the 25
members who partictpated in the easly
morning raid. And the third would be
imposed on the house as a whole for
allowing the incident to occur.
The three separate penalties led to
speculation that at least one will be
strict. Possibilities mentioned are formal conduct pmbation for the actual
offenders, informal probation for the
25 raiders, and formal apology and full
restitution for the house as a whole.
First to emerge from behind the
closed doors were members of the fraternity. They said they listened to the
charges and were allowed to present
their side. They were then told they
would be notified by Pres, Clark as to
the final disposition of the case.
Dave Anderson, speaking for Theta
Chi, said, ’The Judiciary will reach its
decision now, and we will be notified
by Pres. Clark if the recommendation
is accepted."
The Judiciary decision Ls merely a
suggestion to the college president. The
president may then accept the recommendation or send it back to the Judiciary as unacceptable.
Irregardless of the decision reached
by the college, the fraternity faces
probation imposed on it by the National Grand Chapter. Dale Slivinske,
representing the Grand Chapter, indicated the probation meant the SJS

Prof Talks Tomorrow
On Railroad History
Dr. Robert Athearn, professor of
history at University of Colorado, will
lecture on "The Impact of the Transcontinental Railroad on the Soldier-Indian Frontier" at 10:30 a.m. tomorrow
in Concert Hall.
His lecture, spon.sored by College
Union Program Board and Associated
Students, is free and open to the
public.
Athearn’s talk commemorates the
1869 completion of the Transcontinental Railroad, which linked western areas
with the eastern states.
History majors and graduate students are invited to meet and talk
with Athearn at 2 p.m. in the Engineering Lounge.
Athearn ha.s written "High Country
Empire," "Westward the Britain,"
"General Sherman and the Winning
of the West," and other works of
western history. He was the first
scholar allowed to examine articles in
the Union Pacific Railroad archives.
The history professor is a past president of the Western Historical Association.

new etiep
KSJS Airs Al Capp

Humorist and cartoonist AI Capp, whose address last week at San Jose
City College met with mixed reaction, will broadcast over KSJS, college
radio station, tonight at 6:30.
KSJS will present Capp’s talk as part of its public events coverage of the
San Jose area .

College Life

College Life, a get-together open to all students, will be held tonight at
’ 8 at the Alpha Phi House, 210 South 10th St.
Richard Hillis will be the speaker and the Order of Andrew will sing.
The get-together is being sponsored by Campus Cru.sade For Christ.

Fellowship Openings
The Council for International PrOgl-PS$ in Management has announced
openings for 1968-69 International Enterprise Fellowships for foreign students from developing nat ions.
Included am five openings for graduate engineering students from Africa, ’
Asia, Latin America and the Middle East..

Meditation Tonight
The :)cal chapter of SIMS (Students’ International Meditation Society)
will offer its second introductory course in trancendental meditation tonight
at 8 in JC141. A following lecture is scheduled for April 10 at 8 p.m.

Medical Career
medicine may meet with Dr. Jack Scoles
Students considering a career
of the U.C. Medical School at Irvine Tuesday from 1:30 to 3 p.m. in DH505.
The meeting is a group discussion. No personal interviews for entrance to
the school will tie held.
411111111.11111111111111111111111111CrUeie

chapter would face suspension if it is
involved in anymore incidents within
the next year.
When the IFC justices finally left
the conference room, Chief Justice
Stan Jorgensen said, "Under the circumstances, I think the decision we
reached is very realistic and fair to
all parties concerned."
He further indicated that all the justices and Don Hogan, representing the
dean of students office, agreed on the
decision. "We all agree, but the final
decision is up to Pres. Clark.
Dr. Clark was not available for comment as he had not returned from the
Board of Trustees meeting.

Seshesh, Jazz
Highlight Final
Black Arts Show
Mixed media and progressive jazz
will be featured tonight at 8 as Bay
Area groups Seshesh Media Workshop
and Smoke Jazz Quintet perform free
in Morris Dailey in the la.st event of
"Black Arts Today."
Seshesh, an Egyptian word, was
used as a symbol of cosmic motion of
the universe. The circular seshesh contains four rattles which iepresent the
elements fire, water, earth, and air.
Seshesh Media Workshop is a
"spiritual sistrum for seshesh shaking
loose regressive ideas and vibrating the
stagnation of the contemporary media
a-s they apply to Black peopl&’
The group experiments in art. poetry,
music, drama, film. dance and ancient
mythological mysteries in order to
"understand man and the universe that
contains him."
Palo Alto’s Smoke jazz quintet
plays progressive jazz in the style of
Miles Davis. The recently-formed
group has performed at Stanforrl and
in Palo Alto with Thelonius Monlc.
Fred Berry, Kenny Washington, Woodi
Webb, Chris Cristy and John Felder
will perform on the trumpet, tenor sax,
vibes, bass and drums.
Student and professional Black art
exhibits in the Main Gallery, A129, and
Little Gallery, A245, will close at 4
p.m. tomorrow.
"Black Arts Today," a two-week cultural series organized by SJS Black
students and sponsored by College
Union Program Board, combined dramatic arts, music, art, films, poetry,
songs, fashions and dancing to express
aspects of the Black experience in
America.

Discussion Today
On Pass-Fail Plan
An open-end hearing will take place
today at 3:30 p.m. in JC141 to hear
the prcs and cons of a proposed pass fail system of grading at SJS.
The findings of the hearing will be
used by the Curriculum and Instruction Committee to determine its recommendations to the Academic Council.
Both students and faculty may attend
the meet ing.

Satellite Campus
0.K.d By Trustees
The proposed satellite undergraduate
college concept for SJS received initial
approval by the State College Board of
Trustees yesterday in San Luis Obispo.
The plan, which propcses the purchasing of Guadalupe College in Los
Gatos as a satellite campus, is subject to further consideration of costs
and ptiority of systemvride needs in
higher education.
A satellite college would help ease
some of the entollment pressure at
SJS.
Approval of funds for purchasing
Guadalupe must be obtained from the
State Department of Finance.

Staff Comment
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By NI 110 MORALES
Everyone bet.111)i il)
e &wallowed
whole the suggestion by various anti-Mintr
ptoplt and sktptival reporters that Ititk
thinks tlit whole rtcall business is a big
joke.

Editorial

Why Close Hearing?
Theta Chi fraternity requested yesterday that the Inter-Fraternity Council close the hearing over the -panty
raid" controx ersy.
And the IFC granted the request.
The 1ssociated Students Constitution explains that in the ease of closed
hearing only the persons im oh et! and
their uitnesses may be admitted to the
hearing. let the constitution does not
specifically say that the press must be
excluded.
Calling for a closed hearing. Theta
Chi fraternity is now gien an opportunity to clean its own house behind
closed doors.
It may be true that much of what
may he said uould not reflect a good
image of the college.
lot of "dirt"
may be brought up at the IFC hearing.
But the fact remains that the IFC
judiciary, by closing this hearing. is

severely limiting

Apparently it hasn’t occurred to anyone
that in supporting the recall election,
Miner was using the only means open to
him to call for a referent!
to answer
a sticky question once and for all.
The situation parallels those which
prompt leaders in some democratic or
semi-democratic countries to call for a
vote of confidence.

coverage the press

may extend to a hearing of this type.
AN hat the IFC judiciary is doing is
saying the

press does

not have the re-

sponsibility to fairly cover a hearing
such as this. We take this as an insult

I, for one, believe there is nothing
wrong with "trying to please all of the
people.- How else could any politician,
at any level, win and hold office? The
mark of a good public servant is in how
well he succeeds in pleasing "all of the
people some of the time."

to our professional capabilities.
Perhaps the Constitut

does have

restrictions on the attendance of these
meetings. If this is the case. then that
section of the document sl

Id be

amended to alio% the press attendance.

I hope the student body will defeat the
recall and show the vocal dissenters, once
and for all, who really has their support.

Because the IFC judiciary is not a
public. gov eminent body. the California Brim n Act cannot be invoked. This
act prohibits closed meetings except
for personnel purposes.
It is now obv ions that this college
needs some tv pe of 1Brown Act to allow the press to attend meetings meetings of which the public should
be allmted to know the outcome.

Thrust and Parry

There’s Actually a Thank You Letter
Spring Registration
EDITOR’S NOTE: The folloning is an
open letter to the faculty, staff und stuBarry,
dents of S.IS from Dr. Dasld
interim executise vire president.
Editor:

GAMBIT BY RICHARD BATTIN
A suggestion hy Dr. Jerold Lowenstein
of the U.C. Medical Center has led to the
development of an anti -aggression pill.
0r. Lowenstein suggested that since we
know the neurological and physiological
sources of aggrtssion, we should he able
to develop an anti -aggression pill. much
the same way the birth control pill was
developed.
The pill, the doctor suggested, could be
used as a deterrent to war.
The Cool-lt Corporation of Mountain
View. however, has developed an anti aggression pill, but primarily for use in
the family, a sort of deterrent to was on
the home front.
"Nlany times," explained Michael
Calmer. company president, "newly mar-
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rietl couples like to avoid displaying aggression %%loll they’re first married, especially tht %%hes. The aggression-control
pill allows them to wait a few years."
"V hen you’re first marrietl," reasoned
one new husband, "you want to have fun,
get to know your spouse better. That’s not
the time to be tied down with aggression.
lieltti and I just want to wait a few years
before we have any aggression and that’s
why yve’re on the pill. I asked NIr. Calmtr if the pill will be
made available only to married people.
"Oh, heavens no,- he responded. -Our
pill is selling very well in the colleges,
particularly to th. coeds who want to suppress their aggnssion to apptar more attractive to men."
"Do you think that is very moral?"
‘This is an age of permissiveness, my
boy. They’re just going to get into a lot
of iroubh and unhappiness without it. so
WC feel it’s better if they have the pill."
"Well then. %Ir. Calmer. Do you know
of any churches that are objecting to the
use of your aggression control MII?"Of course. of course, they’re a few
somewhat backward religious organizations that hold the view that our pills are
immoral. that they suppress somtthing
that would naturally happen otherwise
and that this suppression is wrong. One
church absolutely forbids its members to
use the pill. allowing only natural aggression -control methods."
"What are the natural methods, Mr.
Calmer?"
-A ell. the most popular consists of
clenching the first. twisting up the lave,
having it turn red, and growling low in
the throat."
phial( tl."
-That s
ls .5 bit
‘les it is, and its nod 100 per cent fool
proof. either. There’s alvvays a chance that
thing might gll urong."
"Is your pill selling well?"
"011 yrs indeedy. AR I said it is selling
well to young marrieds and college coeds.
s
married couples haw decided ne%.er
to lime any aggression and stay on the
pill until they’re ton old and don’t need it
any more."
"1 (III Meal) there is an age when people
aren’t aggressive any more."
91111 yes, of course."
"What age is that?"
"I’m not sure Na one 1135 ever reaehed

the age, yet."

I want to thank all of you for your patience
and support during spring registration. As I
pointed out recently at the various school
meetings, we were operating under threat of
disruption. We took several steps to assure
security protection, but more imix)rtant is the
supporting response which we received from
all faculty, staff and students. It was this response which made it clear to all concerned
that the campus community was not going to
allow disruption of its registration process.
I believe that it is particularly important
to recognize the efforts of the representatives
of student government, the many campus organizations, and the many individuals who
wanted to "do vitat they could to help." Despite the discomfort of the long lines, this
commitment enabled us to process papers for
over 35 students per minute. We tried and we
succeeded.
My special thanks to the following students:
David Schultheis, Donna Bass, Gary Mason,
Carol Montgomery, Eugene Poso, Mike Davalos, Bill Reid, Larry Bartholomew. Alan Wilson, Robert J. Garcia, Steve Flick, Bill Lee,
Mike Handler, Mike Brinks, Dan Lobay, David
Schoenstein, Michael McMloskey, Albert Cosi. Lawerence Rivera, Dante Ivani, Gene Gobel, Michael Layne, Robert Daly, Jay Woodbury, Douglas Freitas, Charles Belden,
Roland Leiby, Manuel Ramos, Selven Anderson, Thomas McNeil, Sidney Smith, Hector
Cuevas, Thomas Lorenzen, Howar von Rothstein, John Gardner, Noreen Futter, Steve
Burch, Marles Alaimo, Rob Foss, Dave Newham, Mike O’Connor, Sue Christensen, Majory
West, Rick Main, Hal Leonard, Louis Rosenfeld, Pat Montgomery, Kathy Blackwell, Joan
Hardy, Carolyn George, Don Ahrens, Peter
Herrera, Pauline Otani.

Carry Bowling Rall
Editor:
I would like to offer, for any of our student officials who oppose the bowling alley
in the Student Union, the opportunity to
carry my bowling ball to the nearest bowling
alley. Enough said?
Gary G. Mason
A6244

Vacillation Policy
Editor:
The editorial policy of the Spartan Daily
is apparently one of vacillation. In the editorial of Feb. 25, Mr. Hurschmann laments
the fact that the two experimental college
courses. "Contemporary Soviet Civilization"
and "The New Ameriean Revolution." were
not. given eredit. Sinn, the editorials of the
Spartan Daily reflect the majority opinion of
its editorial board, I assume that the majority of this body concurs with his opinion.
Hurschmann’s masons why these courses
should receive credit were 1) that curriculum
at the university level should be unlimited
and unrestricted. 2) Thai it should he up to
the individual student to choose which courses
he should take and which courses he should
()mit from his four-year program: 3) That if
the students learn from such courses they
should receive eirdit for them. 4i And that
it is the duly of the college to present varied
choices to the student.
Yet the following month on Monday, March
ttie editorial column oi
24, there 3PrWarPfi
the same paper a statement by Kenyon ,Tor-

dan, which contradicted the views put forth
by the editor. In an attempt to restrict the
curriculum of San Jose State College, Mr.
Jordan aligned himself with the Student
Council in its attempt to abolish credit for
ROTC. According to Editor Hurschmann,
when the students learn from courses, they
should receive credit. One cannot then logically support the removal of credit from ROTC.
If the curriculum at the university level should
be unlimited and unrestricted, then a student
should be able to receive credit for ROTC on
this basis. Is the editorial board of the Spartan Daily in suptiort of courses which agree
with just its particular philosophy, or are
they objective. and willing to apply the same
criteria to courses with which they- do not
agree?
O. DeMers, Jr.
A 19831

Tenure Dispute
Editor:
Tom Mueller and Tony D’Abbracci are being denied tenure and fired from the Philosophy Department. Their right to a normal
terminal year’s employment is being denied.
These actions seem to be both unwise, poorly
motivated, and irregular. Both men were told
that they would have until March to prepare
their cases for the tenure committee, yet the
meeting was held in November, the precise
time when the sympathetic professors were
in a minority.
Three committee members who would have
voted for Mueller and D’Abbracci were on
leave during the fall and were denied their
votes by the reshuffling of the schedule.
While they could have mailed in proxy votes
and were in contact with department, they
were not notifed of the meeting. Another
professor who would have ()wised the firing
was not notified either, although he lives in
the San Jose area and was teaching last fall.
A fourth professor hail recently been granted
tenure, but her papers were held up "in
processing" for two months, denying her her
vote. Lastly, one sympathetic pmfessor had
died a few weeks before the meeting.
Why go to all this trouble to fire Mueller
and D’Abbracci? There are three apparent
reasons. First, the Philosophy’ Department tinder the leadership of the same group who
fired Mueller and D’Abbracci, had made
changes in the structure and powers of committee and in hiring practices that might not
have survived a careful appraisal. By firing
Mueller and D’Abbracci, they eliminated two
controversial men whme presence might have
focused attention on the departmental shenanigans. Secondly, they are both politically
active. The issue here is not what their pc)11tics are (both liberal and conservative professors were sympathetie to their retention)
but that they were involved in politics. Finally, Mueller and D’Abbraeci arr interested in
concrete humanistic studies aimed at increasing Involvement, participation and communication between students and profs.
While these are not valid grounds for firing.
those offered by the tenure committee arr
strengthless. On one hand they say they cannot teach. Yet Tom Mueller was the first
runner-up for Tatt Delta Phi’s Professor of
the Year award. They say that Mueller and
D’Abbracei are not progressing toward a
Ph.D They say they have not published
so they must perish. They have suggested
that Tom Mueller and Tony D’Abbracci are
often surrounded by turmoil. But. such turmoil is response to the problem of the calcified. alienating indifference to student needs
in the department and the academie community. The turmoil is not part of the problem
hut the heat of the solution.
Robert fe.. Olson, A9219 - tarry’lloahe, A6271
tlatleton, A7306
Naney
Nancy L. Walters, A16723

Student Exploitation
Editor:
The condition in the dormitories about
which the RHA has complained is another
clear example of the exploitation of students
by the Board of Trustees, et. al. A review of
a few of the dorm regulations will reveal this.
First, students who must leave the dorm for
reasons beyond their control must give a 30day notice and if they are forced to leave before the 30 clays are up they are required to
pay rent for the full 30 days regardless. On
the other hand, the college may evict a student on a one day written notice.
The dorm students as a whole are responsible for damaged furniture. The college
evicts students during vacation periods and
reserves the right to allow other persons to
occupy the students’ rooms during these
periods. If the student cannot move out during vacations he must pay $5 a day. Meal
tickets are mandatory.
In his response to the wishes of the RHA,
Mr. Baron said that if the residence contracts
were only for semester periods a great many
students would move out. There is, during
the school year at least, a very low vacancy
rate in the college area. With such a dim
prospect at finding adequate housing in the
college area, why would many students move
out of the dorms? Is it because the food is
terrible., the dorm rules restrictive, and the
students have discovered they are being exploited?
Making full-year contracts the rule and a
mezil ticket mandatory, Mr. Baron has made
sure that he can serve whatever quality of
food he wants and every fall term a large
number of freshmen will sign full -year contracts in complete ignorance of the situation
in the dorms.
Roger Letts
Senior Iteprementativo - A163

Ignore Greeks
Editor:
Greeks, as some like to believe, may be a
thing of the past but, let’s not shun their
whole existence.
The SJS news centers have almost completely ignored the more than 700 Greeks on
this campus.
Just last week in the Spartan Daily an article listing sorority pledges was evidence of
how SJS fraternal organizations are treated.
Aside from being inaccurate, the listing wa.s
outdated. The names were of Fall 1968
Pledges who by now have become active
members.
It’s tiue journalism is in an era where its
influence is at an epitome. There are vital
things that must be printed and broadcast.
Campus disorders and Administrative hangups undoubtedly are on the top of the list
but, wouldn’t it be unique if this generation
of "aware students" could read a newspaper
or hear on television of fraternal events of
good doing.
Fraternities and sororities at SJS are living
centers of young men and women who sham
just a little more than dormitory students
might. Fraternities and sororities share love,
spirit and tradition. Today even these so-called
concerned
"aloof" students are concerned
for soeiety, their fiittne and now the endurance of the fraternal way of life.
Undoubtedly if the Greeks were exposed in
their trur light and treated as feature news
sourees the campus life at S.IS would lend
way to be in a more favorable spotlight with
the Board of Trustres, parents and most
notably the majority of aware, clean -living
students.
Evelyn D. Pierre
A14805
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interviews for Spartan .,nields.
men’s service fraternity, will be
conduct( .1 from 1:30 to 2:30 pm
Mondaj, Apial 7, through Thursday, April 10 in the College
Union.
Freshmen and sophomore 111,I1
with 151.2 to 59lia units and a
GPA or better may apply h.,
membership. Pick up club information in the Union before signing up for an interview.

Sparta Week Is In;
Homecoming Is Out
Homecoming gots thr axe as
constitution revisions scuttle the
annual fall event, All i:; not 1,1,
replacing it will lie Sparta N,Veek.
Sparta Week could ne er turn
out to be homecoming under a
new name or vvhatever the
Sparta Week committee makes
it, according to JUlle
past homecoming chairman.
Positions are now open fr.it
chairman and eight committeemen to plan the fall event. Interviews are currently being scheduled in the College Union.
The committee will plan activities for Sparta Week.

Homecoming in the past has
la 0,n a time for queens, parades,
1,,,,,fire rallies. ln the fall, thew
may or may not be remnants of
past homecoming events, according to Miss Stoddard.

Black Arts
week parade of the
The
SJS "Black Arts Today" program ends tomorrow with the
New Smoke Jazz Quintet. performing at 8 p.m. in .11101TiS
AllilituriUM. See "Black
page one.

Special This Friday Night

DRINKS 35c
Between 8 p.m. and 9 p.m.
Big New Orleans Banjo Band
9:00 p.m. until 1:30 a.m.
DIRECTIONS
TAKE HIGHWAY 17
TOWARD SANTA CRUZ.
GO 10 MILES TO THE
LARK TURNOFF.
2. TURN LEFT ON LARK
AND GO 1/4 MILE TO
BASCOM
3. TURN RIGHT ON BAS.
COM. GO 1/2 MILE TO
BLOSSOM HILL ROAD
YOU’RE THERE!

SCARLETT LA RUE’S
15940 San Jose Ave., San Jose
-400-

...re

EARTHQUAKE

Koeppler’s Speech
C’oming back into the sauna’s
heat, Europe does exist from the
standpoint of having a common
culture and civilization. Dr.
Koeppler pointed out that all of
Europe derives its culture and
civilization from three citiesRome, Athens and Jerusalem.
Military, administrative and
legislative aspects of government
were derived from Rome, while
art and culture in Europe finds
its ancestors in Athens. Jerusalem was cited at the root of
spiritual thought in Europe.
The fundamental difference in
Europe’s framework of common
culture is political philosophy,
and this difference is what makes
Europe’s unification difficult
according to Dr. Koeppler.
He divided Europe’s divergent
political philosophy into two
groups: Hegelian and Lockian
In states espousing Hegelian
philosophy, individual fulfillment
would be to serve the state.
In Lockian governments, the
state would serve for the greater happiness of the individual.
Dr. Koeppler sees an eventual
cooperation in European defense
programs, thereby unifying Europe to a certain extent as a
decision making body.
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PRACTITIONERS of the art of
leg watching gain a new perspective on their subject during the current peace treaty
with the elements. Legs, both
male and female, have finally
come unbundled again after
the fierce San Jose winter.

becotne

beachfront yroperty.

Fortunately,

Reed’s complete Ski Rental Dept. is here to
to eliminate the hassle from mita we hope
will he your be4 trip ever.

Ski Sale Continues thru Easter

25/0 to 50% Off

keed

,..poRT

3151 Alum Bock Ave.
2511-5:1115

ROUGHSEWN AND
HANDSOME! OUR WAXHIDE
CHUKKA BOOTS BELONG
IN SCHOOL.
Right back to class and looking good.
The Guardsman waxhide leather chukka
boots are a part of the school scene all
over the country. And we have them
right here for you now. Rugged bold
stitching and chunky details. Mellow,
dark antique brown waxhide finish. See
a pair.

S21.95

Elmo Robinson, a professor
in the Philosophy Department,
became chairman of the committee, which busied itself discussing the various ways cheating
took place.
GROUP LIGHTBULB
One of the first collective
lightbulbs of the group was to
print a reminder to students to
encourage them to protect their
own interests.
The idea manifested itself in
the imprint of the fairness system on the blue book. As far
as anyone has ventured to guess,
the wording for the imprint
flowed from the pen of Prof.
Robinson.
Harry Wineroth, manager of
Spartan Bookstore, explained
that the imprint was on the book
when he came to SJS, and because no one seemed to question
it, it stayed there.
"It seems to be a change of
attitude," said Dr. Alden, in
groping for a reason for the sudden striking of the fairness statement. "Students now feel that
the tone is moralistic ana sentimental.’’
At least one student felt that
way, and he took his complaint
to the Academic Fairness Committee, the same committee that
initiated the statement.

29 9
32.9

Puritan Oil Co.

Positions Open
As Hall Advisers
Students interested in applying
for positions as resident achisers
in the Residence Hall Program
may pick up applications tomorrow in the Housing Office at 319
S. Fifth St. For the fall semester,
28 positions are open.
Resident adviser duties include
aiding housemothers, providing
information to students, and
some clerical work. The position
pays $1,184 per year.

EUROPE
CHARTER FLIGHTS

=
=
rr.

Space is limited
Reserve Now
Non Sfop DC8 Jets Meals
E
Great In Flight Service
FLIGHT SCHEDULES
E 1. OAKLAND TO LONDON
Leave June 30 One Way
E
E 2. OAKLAND TO LONDON
=
Lv. June 16, Ret. Sept. 3 Round Trip
g’ 3. OAKLAND TO LONDON
?
Lv. June 15. Ret. Sept. 11

Round Trip
Trip

5. OAKLAND TO LONDON
Leave Sept. 3 One Way
=

his mere acquainttances to benefit his friends."
Landmark or not, it is the end
fo a 13-year tradition that SJS
students will not soon forget.
At least not until next fall
Wineroth reported that 29,000
bluebooks, including imprints, are
still in stock at Spartan Bookstore, which should last until
around midterms of next year.
"There should be no problems,
however," Wineroth said. "I’m
already planning the new blue
book, and the impriat will be replaced by a line drawing of the
tower."
A new era has begun.

E
=
E_

I

4. OAKLAND TO LONDON
Lv. June 26, Ret. Aug. 4 Round

Blue Books Begone
By GARY
Daily Staff Writer
Apparently a landmark was
reached last week by Academic Council. No one is really sure
yet.
At that time the academic
body voted unanimously to do
away with the "fairness system
imprint" now appearing on SJS
blue books. This may seem a
Quixotic landmark, until one
considers the history of the
question.
The imprint was a direct result
of the establishment of an Academic Fairness Committee more
than 13 years ago at SJS. According to Dr. Donald Alden,
professor of English, a member
of the inaugtutal committee, the
fairness committee evolved out
of a number of complaints from
students, primarily concerning
the presence of exam files in frdternity and sorority houses.
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Only at 4th and William

les coming in April. Easter vacation may be
your last chance to hit the slopes before they
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Europe’s Existence
By LINDA GIFFORD
Daily Staff Writer
"Europe’s existence is like a
Finnish sauna bath. First, there’s
the heat, then the cold, then the
heat again," said Dr. Henry
Koeppler when he answered the
question, "Europe -- Does It
Exist?" in a lecture Tuesday
evening.
Noted political scientist and
author, Dr. Koeppler is founder and first director of Wilton
Park in Sussex, England. Wilton
Park provides a forum for discussion among European and
U.S. citizens who are experts in
their respective fields.
First, the heat. Geographically,
Europe does exist as a land mass,
Dr. Koeppler said.
Then, the cold. "As a decisionmaking body, Europe does not
exist," Dr. Koeppler pointed out.
"There is no one decision-making
unit known as Europe. Therefore, Europe does not exist."
He explained there are 17 sovereign states in Europe west of
the Iron, Curtain. "Each has a
different constitutional development," he said. The North Atlantic Treaty Organization
INATO1 masks this, but each of
its members has its own voice
anti veto power.

Y/ho picied Isis own
personal Student Council?
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7. OAKLAND TO GREECE
=
Lv. June 18, Ref. Sept. 1 Round Trip
= These flights are open to students, faculty, staff, employees, and ..f
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ANSWER...

SPARTAN PROPAGANDA
Commitee chairman Wolf-Dieter Schulz, associate professor of
foreign languages, in recommending the abolishment of the imprint, wrote that the student, a
philosophy major considered it
"inappropriate Spartan propaganda, with an implied tone of
the average parent admonishing
the average ignorant child."
Apparently the most offensive
phrase to all concerned was a
reminder that "A good Spartan
%vitt not cheat his friends to
improve his own score, nor cheat

JET TO EUROPE

G’FR,ODINS
Almaden
Fashion Plaza
South San Jose
Valley Fair
Mountain View
San Antonio Center
Shop Monday through Friday ’fil 9:30

ROUND-TRIP
$295
from OAK. or L.A.
ONE-WAY
$148
from OAK. or L.A.
ROUND-TRIP
$210
from NEW YORK
ONE-WAY
$
from NEW YORK
At San Jose State
College Union 294-6414 ext. 2629
CHARTERS WITHIN EUROPE
TO AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND,
TOURS, I.D. CARDS
For Members of:
INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT AFFAIRS CLUB
11753 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90025
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Revolution Course Threatens Faculty, Says Hayden
By KATHLEEN LACKEY
DaiIv stair Writer
"Eien the faculty is threatened
by a course on revolution. It
threatens their ability to teach
irrelevant courses and hide behind the sacred cap and gown."
This is Toni Hayden, blunt,
concise, 28-year-old founder of
the Students for a Democratic
Society tSDS) as weii as apostle
of rIvolution for SJS through his
Experimental College I ExC

class, "The New American Revolution."
The long shadow of the Democratic convention caught up with
Hayden last week in the form of
an FBI indictment charging him,
along with others, with inciting
riots in Chicago last August.
What then is the first logical
thing an interviewer should ask
Tom Hayden?
"Are you a Communist?"
"No." Hayden answered.
Silinee. It’s no use waiting any

Beat This!

Mug of Beer 15c
Pitcher of Beer 75c
The "Warehouse" Tonight

()%t a rd’s Crystal Creamery
It’s a nice place to visit ...
that should be enough for anybody
Besides. the ice creant..s great

longer on that question. Try
again. "What about the controversy here at SJS over the Academic Council’s refusal to give
credit to your class?"
FACULTY AFRAID
"I think the faculty is afraid,"
he said. "They say they are
afraid to give credit to this class
because Reagan would then attack the university. That is what
the liberal faculty say, but in
actuality they themselves don’t
want this class or they would be
teaching it."
It would be a pressure -point
against the university style of
teaching if credit is given to it
course where there is no emphasis on grades and where people can express their political
opinions, Hayden believes.
"When students see that a
class can be run this way as well
as the way classes are run in
the university, they won’t be so
interested in going to class, he
said.
Most faculty membeis are just
cowards, in Hayden’s opinion.
’’They never worked for El living,
like George Wallace says. What
they did was burn the midnight
oil, get a Ph.D. and then kick
the person below them in the
teeth like they had been kickcil
in the teeth and use graduate
students to get ahead."
FOUNDED SDS

Howard’s
The Ice Cream Capitol
(of San Jose
7 a.m. .til 10:30 p.m.
Tuesday thru Sunday
& Santa Clara

3114111=

l ’ ’ 771
I,

.

. ., 1

.b..rt P ;urn
Purdue University

1

Georue H F loner
Junior Sato
University of Utah State University
Souttuirn California

Hayden said he founded SDS
in 1960 at the University of
Minnesota to act, as it were, as
a catalyst for the Left, which
had been relatively dormant during the Eisenhower years. "Our
responsibility is to continue to
show that some kind of action
is effective and that revolutionary change is possible," he said.
Responsibility. That is a startling word to hear from the founder of an organization which is
more often than not labeled
"anarchistic" by the politicians.
It was SDS’ "responsibility"
which worked to bring Columbia
and San Francisco State (SFS)
to grinding halts.
From observation, it seems
SDS "responsibility" means playing gadfly to the Establishment,
nipping as well as chomping at
official posteriors.
To Tom Hayden, the whole
university system is a farce. He
firmly believes the Ph.D., the
suit and tie and the faculty
claims of scholarship are tricks.
Faculty know and understand
only a very tiny aspect of the
subject they teach, he charged.
"They are no more qualified than
half the people on campus to discuss their subject matter, and, if
word ever got out on that, then
the whole university system
would collapse."
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BEING DEVIOUS
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The faculty is being devious,
Hayden insisted, in their furor
over political investigations.
"What they really mean is they
don’t want to be accountable to
anyone for what they do, including the students. That leaves no
threat to their little perch."
Even the American Federation
of Teachers (AFTi local at SFS,
the best faculty in the state, according to Hayden, showed they
couldn’t be relied upon to support the demands of the student.
The only reason the faculty was
able to go out on strike for their
own demands was because stu-
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dents did something first. He believes striking faculty seriously
crippled the students’ ability to
continue their stiike when faculty called it quits and went back
to work. In effect, they copped
out.
Hayden WIIK careful not to include all of the faculty. There
still are a few around who have
not been found out by Reagan
or the other faculty and administrators. "A tiny handful survives on each campus," he said.
"But they are not large enough
even to be a ray of hope."
STUDENT MOVEMENT
So the student movement will
continue to grow both in size and
intensity, Hayden believes, with
the faculty as either allies or
enemies. And it will orient itself
into a three-pionged focus, of
which the first prong will be a
broader and more militant antivvar movement.
"People are just beginning to
realize that the war is not going
to end and that there is no new
Nixon." he says. The bombs continue to fall in Vietnam, perhaps
in greater numbers than bcfore,
and Nixon seems to hedge on
answers as much as when he
was Eisenhower’s assistant.
According to Hayden, the antiwar movement will continue to
organize within the armed services and support the GI’s fighting the military from within. It
also will concentrate on fighting military recruitment and research on the campus and in the
high schools, as well as expanding the anti -draft program.
REVOLUTIONARY
The second prong of the movement will involve Blacks and
Third World students as their
attempts to establish :evolutionary studies pr ogr ams are
thwarted. Hayden has been deeply involved in Black programs for
several years, including action in
the Newark ghetto riots of 1967.
He recently spent two of his
classes examining the organization and aims of the Black Panther party.

"This may lead to a lull while
some new thinking is done on
how to paralyze the university
since it won’t make the proper
concessions," Hayden said.
The third prong deals with increasing activity in the high

schools on the questions of racism, the war in Vietnam, and
other pressing issues. "Everyone
is concerned about the rights to
organize I/1 the high schools, the
right to have uncle’ ground papers,
the right to have political or-

MOVEMENT GROWS
So the movement grows. Hayden, Yippie leader Abbie Hoffman, and Black Panther chairman Hobby Seale are indicted for
participation in the Chicago demonstrations, and the movement
grows. The Congress and the Ju.slice Department investigate SDS
and other militant groups such
as the Panthers, and the movement continues to grow. SJS
Academic Council lefuses credit
to a course called "The New
American Revolution," and it
still grows.
Where will it all end? In revolution?
"The crisis underlying the
country is one that can be
solved only by revolutionary
change," Hayden says.
Where will it all end? "In revolution," Hayden says.
-GO SEE BIG TIME BUCK WHITE"
-John Wasserman. San Room &bionic,*
-SPLENDIDLY FUNNY! FRESH AND VITAL"
-Stanley Fichelbeum.S.F. hemmer
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THE BEAUTIFUL BLACK MUSICAL
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BEARDED FOUNDER of SDS,
Tom Hayden was recently indicted for citing to riot at the
Democratic Convention in
August. The day before the
indictment came through, Hayden talked with a Daily reporter, expressing his opinion
on the refusal of credit for
his Experimental College class,
the next steps in the student
movement and SDS responsibility.
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did you stand up
your date to go
to bed with a cold?
It’s more fun to keep going. Dristan’ Tablets help you do just that.
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Preparation is now underway
for the yearly International Week
festivities.
Scheduled for the week of
April 27 through May 3, it will
feature a food bazaar, representing food from a variety of foreign countries, the international
ball, and in place of the u.sual
queen’s contest, special recognition will be given to outstanding
students in campus dubs and organizations.
Organizations wishing to participate in International Week
should contact Kambiz Gootart
chairman of the Associated Students (A.S.) intercultural steering committee in the College
Union, as soon as possible.
A general information meeting
will be held April 8 at 3:30 p.m.
In Cafeteria A.

ganizations and the extension of
constitutional rights into the high
schools."

Dristan helps relieve fever, headache and body aches and pains.
Time capsules do not! Dristan works on sniffles, sneezes, runny
nose and stuffy head. Aspirin tablets do not! Dristan Tablets help
relieve more cold symptoms than aspirin...or...any time capsule
you can buy!

Artist’s Role Discussed
By Black Art Panelists
By DIANE NIeNUTT
Fine Artm Writer
Black art is and will continue
to be a separate entity from
White art as long OS the Black
man remains enslaved in this

Who signed his own petition/
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countiy. was the conelusion of
the Black Art Symposium Tuesday night.
Six panel members, all connected with Black art, discussed
the identity and role of the Black
artist before a small crowd in
Morris Dailey. The discussion
was part of the "Black Arts Today" cultural series.
Panelists included MarieJohnson, instructor at California College of Arts and Crafts who mod ended the symposium; Dr. Samella Lewis, art historian, teacher,
and painter; Paul Mills, director
of the Oakland Museum; Oscar
Williams, cinematographer from
San
Francisco
State;
Larry
Walker, University of Pacific
artist; and John Outterbridge,
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sculptor.
The symposium was coordinated with a two-week exhibit of
professional and .student Black
art in the main and little galleries.
The primary question dealt
with in the discussion was "Is
there such a thing as a Black
artist, or is there an artist who
happens to be Black?
Williams countered this question with another one. "WhY is
it whenever we talk about anything that is non-white, we have
to ask if it exists? Of course it
does, What WP had before the
question of Black art and White
art is vvhat got us here to lx,gin
vvit h."
Dr. Lewis agteed with him and
said, "As long as we have a nation within a nation there has
to he such a thing as Black art.
The average White person is not
confronted with the daily crises
of the Black man."
The recurrent if-kit in the discussion vs-as that the Black man
has had "unique experiences"
that cannot help hut influence
his art. Vsrhether the artist has
a responsibility to his race or
only to his own artistic sense
because of these expetiences received no common agreement
from the panel.
’"The artist should not be concerned with anyone else. He is
putting himself on the canvas,"
said Walker.
ARTISTIC DEVOTION
"But a.s long as I’m enslaved
I can’t afford myself the luxury
of purely aesthetic art," Dr.
Lewis argued. "I must devote rny
time to freeing myself and my
race."
The responsibility of Black
art, according to Outterbridge,
is "in retrospection, because yesterday’s experience had no audience so the artist must put it
in a modem context."
The role of the MOSetIM of
Illack art was explained by Mills.
the only White man on the panel.
"Wc. must relate to the whole of
Black art, not just to one particular attitude about it. The
strongest emphasis is on the human and personal aspects of the
art of the Black man."
Mrs. Johnson gave her feelings on the connection of Amer-ican Black art to African art.
"Vsre cannot eut the thread. The
first roots of which we have any
knowledge is in Africa. We must
connect with out African
heritage."

18th Century Play
Cast List Named
The cast list for "The Clandestine Marriage," last SJS Drama
Department presentation for this
school year, was recently anby Director Harold
nounced
Crain.
Performing in this 18th centurn English comedy are: Robyn
Gerrard, Vieky Sento, Kat hy
Wilson, Tom Olenims, Arlene
Shapiro, Ed Green, Michael Handler, Karen Wright, Charlotte
Free, Laureen Thornhill, Gerald
Proost, and Wes Finlay.
"Cllandestine Marriage" was
written by English playwrights,
George Colman and David Garrick in 1776. American audiences
probably took little notice of the
play, being preoccupied with
other matters at the time.
The play will run on May 2324, 28-29, and 30-31.
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’U.S.A.’ Audience
’Mildly Entertained’
By JAY CARTER
Daily Fine Arts Editor
A bouquet of posies is in order
to show appreciation to cast,
crew and director of last week’s
production
of
SJS dramatic
"U.S.A." for the way they came
through with a fluent and entertaining show.
Impersonal devils harassed the
Reader’s
Theater
production
right up to the last minute, But
it WaS it trouper’s show 100 per
cent. It had gusto, lifelike characters, iind was lively in music.
However, the show just couldn’t
enchant the viewers.
By their reaction, viesvers were
only mildly entertained. The only
people just eating it up must
have been history buffs, oldtimers, and I,opelessly addicted
theater aficionados.
to
The reviewer confesses
membership in the last erstegrwy. So it’s 110t tO0 hat’Sh to say
that the Reader’s Theater produced a dated play.
This can’t be proved by pointing to the box office ticket sales.
On the contrary, about 500 people saw the two performances
last Friday and Saturday eve-

C.A A , NO DM S\
if

RTEN3E, BE FAIR ,
JUST BROKE PONAr

YESTERDAy,,

nings in the 300-seat Studio Theater located in the Speech and
priitlIft building, which is respectable for theatrical companies. not to mention colleges.
But the trials and errors of
Dos Passos’ prototypical Americans as late as the Thirties, didn’t
thrill ’em at SJS in 1969 notwithstanding the skillful eye of
director Mrs. Noreen Mitchell,
associate professor of drama, and
her talented complement.

Coliseum Show
To Feature Duo

Jazz Tonight
The Jazz Ensembles of SJS
will give an 8:15 concert tonight,
the second half of their concert
program this week. Admission is
free.
Full houses have been exIhsight
Director
by
pected
Cannon for the Wednesday evening and ’Thursday evening concerts.
The emphasis of the program
is newness nad spontaneity, according to Canrson. "We will

PRESENTS

MUDDY
WATERS

BO
DIDDLEY

MAGIC SAM
March 27-29

Thurs. $3.00 Fri. & Sat. $3.50

TICKETS
S.F.: City Lights Bookstore; The Town Squire:Outside In
Berkeley: Discount Records
Sausalito: The Tidos

Original Don Ellis compositions will also be played at the
concert by the prize-winning
band.

The easiest way to get
a Volkswagen in Europe
is to buy it here.

I
,411111111111111111111111111I1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E
C
Lise Cro;;
1108 HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN
Manager
1560 NORTH FIRST STREET
E
Overseas
Delivery
286.8800
SAN JOSE
E.
l’rrs in.erested in buying Volkswagen hte end picking
rw
it up in Europ. Please send me your illustratd brochure
E
nd price list.
Name

First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and Student Center

F RED FENSTER FIXES

2 Blocks from campus

LOVE BUGS. Qum KLY.

di.
9

E CONOM I CALL.Y. HE’S A
MASTER MECHANIC._,
SEE 141m 7ODAY AND III
DATE You TonioRRow

A. J. Brommer,
l’abtor 292-5404
N. A. Firnhaber,
Vicar 294-7033

Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
College Discussion Group
Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.

98 E. SAN SALVADOR AT THIRD ST.
294-2421
SAN JOSE

IMPINI11011W

:4,10:540a.t

15:1M;n:

Rally Tonight At The WAREHOUSE’S First annual Pre-Easter
Stampede. Before Heading For Laguna, Tahoe, Mexico Or Ft.
Lauderdale, Lubricate at San Jose’s Number I Action Spot,

THE WAREHOUSE
1760 So. 7t11 St. (1/2 mile so. of Spartan Stadium)

Everyone over the age of 18 is NS eleonie t4o Dance
to the Soul Sounds of "TOGETHER."
anipu 111.1’1’

(Reel.)

-.---leaAfteRateesPOST & STEINER

JOHN MAYALL

let our performers stretch out,"
he said.
Traditional big hand styles of
jazz will be played as well as
recent innovations,
Featured performens include
Valena Williams, dancer; SharY1
Parker, vocalist, a-n(1 alto saxophonist ’Tim Rosekrans.

Rowan and Martin will appear
at the Oakland Coliseum for one
performance May 30 Memorial
Dayl at 8:30 p.m.
Several
members
of
the
.11.1011(
"Laugh -In" TV cast will accomAddress
pany Dan Rowan and Dick MarCity
_ Siete
Zip Cod*
tin who will stage their Bay 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ffir
Area Iserformance in the round.
M0.41IYNA/
Tickets will cost from $3.50 to
$6.50. !Stall orders only are being
accepted novs- at the Oakland
Coliseum Box Office, Nimitz
Freeway at Hegenberger Road,
Oakland, 94621.
Lutheran Church Missouri Synod
374 So. 3rd St.

TONIGHT’S SPEC, 11,

7

D NITYS

Mug 15c
Pitcher 75c

6---StP

tN DAILY

Ti11,1,1

ireh 27, lniln

Spartans Host
Indian Spikers
Spartan trackmen take sonic
of the top marks of the 1969
United States outdoor track and
field season into a dual meet
ss ith traditional arch -rival Stanford this Saturday at 1:15 on the
Spartan track.
es.eittls for the frosh
oompetition will start at noon.
Admission is free to SJS student, with ASII cards, quite a
bargain considering the out.z.,o,hog track talent at SJS this
SPARTAN HURDLER Sam Carothers leads the field over the
120 highs in Saturday’s meet against Washington. Caruthers,
a transfer from San Jose City College, set a new meet record of
14.3 in posting a win in the highs.

!

lalel ilteet4
Nev. S. Old Wining-,

Schedule of activities planned for entire semester
Details for: Hoyride. Speaker. Picnic
Dote
Invitations still open for Passover Seders
REFRESHMENTS
NEWMAN CENTER
7:11I1 p.m.

Mardi 27tli

Stevie 293.6299

More info. Gregg 287-1830

r

Dram, Derartment

Presents Lillian Hellman’s

roy-o in the *tic
April II, 12, lo. 17, 18, 19

17 LOOPM

eox Office Opoo

thI,, date for your
Recess. Call for re,:ervafions.
5th and San Fernando

College Theater

Students 75.r
Phone 294-6414

Ushers Needed!

POWERFUL SPARTAN sprinter John Carlos hits the tape in a
spectacular time of 9.3 in the 100 yard dash. Carlos’ time won’t
go as a record, however, as
the wind was too strong. Carlos has the best 100 clocking
1
in the nation this season with
his 9.4 effort earlier in the
year.
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Snow?
Are you going to the:

Beach?

Take a college sampler
for your use or as a gift.

Mountains?
Home?

17TIAEI3
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%,,L4,4411

SJS GOLFERS
TOP OREGON
The Spartan g,olf team will
get a wartn-up for the Fresno
Golf Classic when it plays San
Diego Slate today at the Fort
Washington course in Fresno.
The Spartans participated in
the Classic Friday and Saturday.
Eight western teams are entered,
with USC and Arizona State
rated as favorites.
The Spartans won their fifth
dual match without a loss over
Oregon hlonday at the San Jose
Country Club, 21.1.,2-5Itt.
Jim West shot a three-un&rpar 67 to win medalist honors.
The score is the best by a college golfer at the course this1
seiLson. Steve Mountain shot a
par 70.

Ati "%erwhelming total of 15
jx.rformers and two SJS reJoy teams were among a list 1,1.
the top 1969 outcloor track zirid
field performances compiled recently in the San Francisco Examiner.
"Super sprinter" John Cark,
headed the list with his 9.4 cloek
ing in the WO. Carlos has streaked to times of 9.3 in the 100 and
20.3 in the 220 but they were
wind aided and do not count.
Carlos also anchored the speed
hurning 440 relay quartet which
Includes Sam Davis, Kirk Clayton
writ) Ronnie Ray Smith, to the
fastest time in the nation of 39.6
last week with literally no competition. The UCLA 440 relay
team has gone 40.1.
Olympic Gold Medalist Lee
Evans will be inserted into the
sprint relay lineup against Stanford in place of Kirk Clayton who
suffered a pulled hamstring muscle while competing in the 100
last Saturday. Coach Bud Winter said that Clayton is recovering faster than he expected,
considering the type of injury he
has.
Evan.s, who was beaten by
teammate Neville Myton in the
880 last week, is also scheduled
to run his first serious outdoor
490 of the season against the
Indians.
"Stanford has a group of outstanding distancemen," Winter
says. "They could even shut us
out in the mile and two mile."
Stanford has tyro runners who
have gone under 9:04 this season in the two mile and two more
milers who have run 4:10.3 and
4:12.2.
The Spartans will counter in
the mile with Jim Adkins, who
had a personal best of 4:09.5
last week, and Andy Vollmer
14:101 in the mile. Sophomore
Gary Berthiaume (4:13.21 could
deliver.
Fast improving Ralph Gamez
had a season’s best of 9:06.9 in
the two mile last weekend and
he will team with Darold Dent
I 9:08.11 in that event.
Stanford will offer tough competition in the hurdles, javelin,
high jump, and 880. Tom Colby
has a life -time best and Stanftnd "record in the javelin with
a toss of 258-4 while Peter Boyce

Estrada"..4
Impork & Varlet
Incense
RIngs

has a best tll 7-3 in the high
Water Pipes
jump.
Earrings
Soph sensation Darnell Hillman made his outdoor debut for
the Spartans in the high jump
We have the largest selection
last week with a winning height
of psychedelic posters in
of 6-104 and will try to hie;d:
the seven foot harrier lei the
the San Jose area.
first time.
San Caruthers, who has clocketi 14.3 in three successive 1201
190 S. 1st Street
hurdles performances, will be
out to better that time against I
297-9176
has ’
Stanford’s Rick Tipton ss
a best cif 14.2.
!)
Beat This!

Mug of Beer Eic
Pitcher of Beer 75e
The "Warehouse" Tonight
1760 So. 7ih

A COURSE IN

TRANSCENDENTAL
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beginning with a Min of
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ADMISSION FREE

HIBISCUS
$300 and up
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Pet fect ’;\ mbol
of the Hve.you

THE DASHING WAY TO
DEAL WITH EASTER

4

Gillette Techmatic Razor
arid Razor Band
Foamy Shaving Cream
Manpower Aerosol Deodorant
Excedrin
Old Spice After Shave Lotion
Scripto Word Picker Highlighter
Macleans Toothpaste
Dial Soap

Keepsake

Adorn Hair Spray
Woolite
Halo or Enden Shampoo
Pamprin
Excedrin
Scripto Word Picker
Jergens Soap
Clairol Kindness

Any Keepsake diamond lost
from its setting within a
year will be replaced free.

*I,

25
,

Spartan SookAtope

0

4r iyiti

,

10 #(0ifitCO;:i
2904 Alum Rock Ave.
Between Capitol & White
Phone: (408) 251-4100

REGI5TEREO

EACH

.

knowBeing with each other, doing things together
ing that your affection is growing into precious and
enduring love. Happily, all these cherished moments
vvill be forever symbolized by your diamond engagement
ring. If the name, Keepsake, is in the ring and on the tag.
You are assured of fine quality and lasting satisfaction.
The engagement diamond is flawless, of superb color,
and precise modern cut. Your Keepsake Jeweler will
assist you in making your selection ... He’s in the yellow
pages under "Jewelers." Rings from $100 to S10,000.
Illustrations enlarged to show detaeTrade-mark reg.
A. H. Pond Co., Inc., Est. 1892.

Diamond Rings

27.99

is a pretty pink minnie from
our large selection of
dresses. Sizes 3-13, 5-15,
8-20.
Open Mon.-Thur. ’til 9:00
Validated parking
All bank charges
Layaway

1.<1:DO

ROYALTY $300 to WO
WEDDING RING $87.50
MAN’S RING $125

DIAMOND

RINGS

rHOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 2o-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12-pape full color folder, both for
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride’s Book.
9 69

Name
Addross
City

L_

Zip
State
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N Y. 13201

1

Thnrclny,

Intramurals
Alpha Tau Omega and Theta
Chi will meet tonight at 7 o’clock
in men’s gym for the fraternity
basket hall championship.
Theta Chi defeated SEP 5750 in Tuesday’s semi-final round,
while A’TO bombed SNii, 57-42.
Sig Ep held a one-point lead at
the half, but TC came back for
a conunanding seven -point win.

LEATHER -SUEDE-FUR
ANCiENT & USED
JACKETS & COATS
2000 of them
S2 to Sist

PEGGY
IMPORTS
"the pmwiest Rtiwe
in the whole world"
159 COLUMBUS AVE.
CORNER PACIFIC AVE.
SAN FRANCISCO
1/2 block below
City Lifes Bookstore
DAILY 10:30 A.M.-7 P.M.
PHONE 981-5176

opes Ready
For Spartans

SI

Dave ’Mercer led the winners
with 21 points, followed by Jim
Scott with 16 and Kelley I.ueke
with eight. Larry Mammen led
SEP with 22. Theta Chi held a
distinct 25-18 edge in field goals.
Paul Dempsey with 17 and
Craig Sobrero with 15 were the
leading scorers for ATO.
Tomorrow is the deadline for
turning in entries for the sixtournament,
volleyball
man
which begins April 8.
Competition in the double
elimination tourney will be held
in own and novice divisions.
Teams interested in participating in the water polo tournament April 17-19 should turn
in entry forms in the intramural
office.
Entries for fast -pitch and slowpitch softball are due April 15,
with play beginning the following week.
The fast -pitch games will be
played in the afternoons vtith
the slow-pitch games played at
The
all-college
basketball
championships will be played the
first week following vacation

ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA. Jr.. owner

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE 293-7S00
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

1
)(pants

mea

-~01.

$
CHARTER FLIGII7’S
take to the slopes by the dozens
7.0 El’ROPE
t
dining the week break, and thei,,,
., OAKLAND -LONDON -OAKLAND Z’t
outlook is for excellent skiing.
st
*:.
Squaw Valley, a perrenial fav$269,‘,,
15 to July 5

kJune

t
Pt

.1,

r Rcbert Mu;r

CLOSE BUT NO cigar for SJS pitcher Bei, Grover as he tries
to pick off a runner in a non-league game earlier this season.

Priming for Broncos

SJS Faces Rugged Ducks
SJS will be saving its two
Hughes
hest pitchers
Terry
and Bob Holmes for the Broncos Friday and Saturday.

not be looking too
far ahead for its games vvith
Santa Clara this weekend.
Because before the Spartans
meet the No. 1 rated baseball
team in the nation, they have to
face the University of Oregon
today at :3 p.m. at Spartan Field.
It just so happens that the
Ducks downed the Broncos 12-10
Tuesday afternoon to hand the
Broncs their first loss in 15 attempts this season.
In fact, the Ducks beat the
Mission nine at its own strength.
Hitting has been the Broncos’
bright spot all season, but they
could manage only 10 hits off
the Oregon pitching while Oregon
pounded four SCU pitchers for
18 hits.
Another amazing thing about
the Ducks’ performance Tuesday was that it repossented their
second game of the season due
to bad weather.
Oregon’s only other outing
this season was with Cal Davit;
Monday. Oregon blew a 3-1 lead
in the ninth inning and bowed
4-3 in 10 innings to the Aggies.
.
Poor weather has kept Oregon
from getting into real good earlier sea.son shape but it hasn’t
affected their swingirrg at all.
The Ducks have several hitters that can break open a close
game including Colby }Lowe,
former third baseman from Menlo-Atherton High in Atherton.
Howe collected three hits Tuesday against the Broncos including a double in the tenth inning
that drove home the winning
runs.
Oregon coach Don Kirsch will
probably open with Fred Cardwell pitching. Cardwell is a junior from Canada who had a 3-4
record last year with a 2.76
ERA. He has no decision this
sea-son.
Oregon’s long ball attack is
led by shortstop-pitcher Jim Van
Wych who drove in five runs with
a pair of homi run.s, came in in
relief and picked up the pitching
win after blanking the Broncos
for the final MO infant:S.
Dons the Student Council
represent you?

RECALL
WORKINGMAN’S MINER
Sign Petition, 7th St.

REC

VW)
BY
MINElt COMMITTEE

pNuesepermessirlirminwirmirmialmt
Drive-in and Dining Room Service

TICO S

1ACOS
DID YOU SHOOT YOUR WAD?
If you are in the situation of having $2.82 to
ast until the end of tile semester you can
;tart conserving by eating at Tico’s. It is the
’,sanest truth that you will be getting exceptional quality food at Tico’s. We are (Ten
24 hours a day to serve you.

4th and St James

A starting pitcher for the Oregon game has not been officially
named but it possibly will be
..

orite with SJS

reports

skiers,

nothing but blue skies and perfect

_et _

don’t care if
guys or gals that
get into our pants - at the
orkingman’s Store,
218 W. Santa Clara St., downtown San Jose.
*In the end. they’re NOT all the same.

Phone Orders 297-8421

students,

SJS

only one thing -- skiing.
Brave Spartans are expected to ZZ

I ini-sex pants.

- _

to many

but for one select group It

SJS better

Professional Pharmacists

the mid 30’s and are expected
to climb to 45 degrees.

in

}:aster vacation means maw,
things

By KEVIN DOYLE
pally Sports Writer

Moderne Drug Co.

STORE

WPART AN TOATT.V-7

,

ttflrch

La.st weekend 25 lifts were
operating.
giving SJS skier;
ample opportunity to get on the
slopes.
And after skiing hours, entertainment will abound. Whispering Shadows is providing live
music in its beer garden.
TeM

Soderer Tire Service

Z‘
vf.
sit
kit
1

iZ,,
BAY ARE.4 COLLEGE CLUB t

k
kZt. ,
N.
k

555 Middlefield Road , .$
Suite B Number 306 $.
t
PHONE 968-6332
or

0

..11.1. 45’s

60e
with this
Mawr! isemen

Bluesharps
S2.50
Ni.,rine Band
S2.00

4

"CLOUD 9"
on Gordy
Reg. $4.98
only

$2.75

1 FoiAi tissairitt,ghre;.8$4.A.9pRr jail 7..D6

NEW.
Ike 6 Tina
"Outta
Sason"

T.A.PATOINOT"
"BOOGIE"
with
CANNED
NEAT

Soderer Tire Service
w.

v.

Temptations
new LP

Posters,
tapes,
players,
oldies,
cleaning kits

$3.85

JOHN NlARZANO’S

1 "ANrefIr
’SO
FOOT
HOSE"

"MOBY
GRAPE
’69"

&
"Aretha
in Paris’

DISCORAMA
RECORDS

OPEN
MON., THURS., FRI.
10-9:00
SUN. 12-6:30

227 So. First
Ph. 286-S837

Grateful
Dead
"Anthem
of the
Sun"

"SAILOR"
with
Steve
Miller
Band

OPEN
TUES., WED., SAT.
10-6:30
.

1

AIN.Minmiftenr.

0’ 01.’14Will’i$W.41"1.111./

f making
money is all
ou’re
interested in,
try a good
printing press.
It’s highly illegal. of course. hut you
ould he zeroing. in 011 "Sour main
objective in life. If. 011 the other hand,
;Were-frit in thing-, like learning
and glgling. and meeting challenges
and peoplethen Bank of merica is
interested in Nogg.
The world’s largest batik nee& 101111g men
and W 0111(41 ith ambition and potential
to help in the development of lleW
banking service*. And the improvement

$295
$295k

1’,I,M,..4k)M42.,1!.A.1 NI 1

Reg. $6.98
only

ON YOUR CAR .

14

:Ire

4 )1.

ON COLUMBIA

where you get a lot of roll ...
FOR LONGER DRIVES
HAVE SODERER PUT

90 N. Montgomery
293-8131
San Jose

SCI t I it V1*

it:

"Live
Adventures
of
Bloomfield
& Kooper"

11.1.1011.

Powerful
Premium
Customized
Recaps

perat LIM’S

’4

After the Spartans battle the
Ducks and the Broncos, they rest
for Easter Week before resurning action April 8 in a non-league
game at Sacramento State.

Sept.

v:June 20 to Sept. 6

sking.

either Jay Fike or Bill Bourgaize.

0.

,‘,June 18 to

of old ones. The challenges are great.
So are the rewards-. One of themjust
one of themis money.
Intere-trd? Nlake an appointment to
see Dennis L. Elder. Colle’re
Relations Representative. He’ll be at
your placement office soon.

BANK OF AMERICA
.r.o ,,,,,

,vn

a4114

mi o.110

"I MS.? ift11el ..^

4,,OF

An Equal Opportunitv Employer.

.
1.7111,1

.2-

’Nfirch .17. 19110
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Spartans Host
Indian Spikers

r
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SPARTAN HURDLER Sam Caruthers leads the field over the
120 highs in Saturday’s meet against Washington. Caruthers,
a transfer from San Jose City College, set a new meet record of
14.3 in posting a win in the highs.

Meet4 iffain !
Nee, &111,1 Member-. A eleonied
Schedule of acfivifies planned for entire semester
Dote 8, Details for: Deride, Speaker, Picnic
Invitations still open for Passover Seders
NEWMAN CENTER

REFRESHMENTS
7,0i)

I hop... \Lodi :rib

Stevie 293-6299

More info. Gregg 287-1830

Presents Lillian Hellman’s

’rev itt the little
Sox Office Open4 April 17 LOOPM
in ai.,ance of this date for yc..,

.,ing the Easter Recess. Call for reservations.

College Theater

5th and San Fernando
Students 75¢
Phone 294-6414

Ushers Needed!

POWERFUL SPARTAN sprinter John Carlos hits the tape in a
spectacular time of 9.3 in the 100 yard dash. Carlos’ time won’t
go as a record, however, as
the wind was too strong. Carlos has the best 100 clocking
in the nation this season with
his 9.4 effort earlier in the
year.

SJS GOLFERS
TOP OREGON

t,

Are you going to

the:

Take a college sampler
use or as a gift.

Snow?
Beach?
Mountains?
Home?

The Spartan golf team will
get. a warm-up for the Fresno
Golf Classic when it plays San
Diego State today at the Fort.
Wa.shington course in Fresno.
The Spartans participated in
the Classic Friday and Saturday.
Eight vvestern teams am entered,
with USC and AriZi.111:1 State
rated as favorites.
The Spartans won their fifth
dual match without a loss over
Oregon Monday at the San Jose
C’ountry Club, 211.2-51..
Jim West. shot a three-undr.)rpar 67 to win medalist honors.
The score is the best by a college golfer at the course this
season. Steve M011tllaill shot a
par 70,

Evans, who was beaten by
teammate Neville Myton in the
880 last week, is also scheduled
to run his first serious outdoor
440 of the season against the
Indians.
"Stanford has a group of outstanding distancemen," Winter.
says. -They could even shut us
out in the mile and two mile."
Stanford has two runners who
have gone under 9:04 this season in the two mile and two more
MilPI’S who have run 4:10.3 and
4:12.2.
The Spartans will counter in
the mile with Jim Adkins, m-ho
had a personal best of 4:09.5
last week, and Andy Vollmer
14:101 in the mile. Sophomore
Gary Berthizsume (4:13.2) could
deliver.
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Incense
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190 S. Is+ Street
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Beat This!
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Fast improving Ralph Gamez
had a season’s best of 9:06.9 in
the two mile last weekend and
he will team with Darold Dent
19:08.1r in that event.
Stanford will offer tough competition in the hurdles, javelin,
high jump, and 880. Tom Colby
has a life -time hest and Stanford .reeOrd ill the javelin with
a toss of 238-4 while Peter Boyce
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Variety
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Olympic Gold Medalist Dee
Evans will be in_serted into the
sprint relay lineup against Stanford in place of Kirk Clayton who
suffered a pulled hamstring muscle vvhile competing in the 100
last Saturday. Coach Bud Winter said that Clayton is recovering faster than he expected,
considering the type of injury’ he
has.

April II, 12, 16, 17, 18, 19

-4 ;

has a best of 7-3 in the i,
jump.
S
Suph sensation Darnell
man made his outdoor debut for!
We have ihe largest seleclion
the Spartans in the high jump
last ss:eek with a winning heisqu
of psychedelic posters in
§
of 6-91, and will try to bre.d.
the seven foot barrier for On ttl
the San Jose area.
1
first time.
San Caruthers, who hits clock ed 14.3 in three successive 120
hurdles performances, will be 1
out to better that time against
Stanford’s Rick Tipton who has ’
a best of 14.2.

Carlos also anchored the speed
burning 440 relay quartet vstich
includes Sam Davis, Kirk Clayton
and Ronnie Ray Smith. to the
fastest time in the nation of :i9.6
last week with literally no competition. The UCLA 440 relay
team has gone 40.1.

SJS Drama Department

.

Spartan trackmen take some
of the top marks of the 1969
United States outdoor track arid
field season into a dual meet
with traditional arch -rival Stanford this Saturday at 1:15 on the
Spartan track.
Fialci events for the [rush
competition will start at noon.
Admission is free to SJS students with AS13 cart’s, quite a
bargain considering the outstanding track talent at SJS this
season.
An overwhelming total of 15
SJS performers and two SJS relay teams were among a list of
the top 1969 outdoor track and
field performances compiled recently in the San Francisco Exarniner.
"Super sprinter" John Carlos!
headed the list with his 9.4 clocking in the 100. Carlos hits streaked to times of 9.3 in the 100 and
20.3 in the 220 but they were
wind aided rind do not count.
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THE DASHING WAY TO
DEAL V/ITH EASTER

.44.-

.1

.

Gillette Techmatic Razor
and Razor Band
Foamy Shaving Cream
Manpower Aerosol Deodorant
Excedrin
Old Spice After Shave Lotion
Scripto Word Picker Highlighter
Macleans Toothpaste
Dial Soap

014,23i73 2 5

Keepsake
Diamond Rings

Adorn Hair Spr6y
Wool ite
Halo or Enden Shampoo
Pamprin
Excedrin

Any Keepsake diamond lost
its setting within a

year will be replaced free.

b **Oa, iolf

Alum Rock Ave.
Between Capitol & White
Phone: (408) 251-4100
2904

v *14

,

h e love’.’you
sharc’
. , .

Being with each other, doing things together ... knowing that your affection is growing into precious and
enduring love. Happily, all these cherished moments
w.II be forever symbolized by your diamond engagement
ring. If the name, Keepsake. is in the ring and on the tag.
you are assured of fine quality and lasting satisfaction.
The engagement diamond is flawless, of superb color,
and precise modern cut. Your Keepsake Jeweler will
assist you in making your selection ... He’s in the yellow
pages under "Jewelers." Rings from $100 to $10,000.
Illustrations enlarged to show detail?Trade-mark reg.
A. H. Pond Co., Inc., Est. 1892.

from

Scripto Word Picker
Jergens Soap
Clairol Kindness

SyfT1b()1

---=
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EACH

ROYALTY $300 to $500

DIAMOND

icQ

RINGS

WEDDING RING $87.50

27.99

cpaptan Sookitepe
11,:

r i yid on tarnpoi

is a pretty

our

i
AND WEDDING
rHow TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT
booklet, "How To Plan Your
EngagePlease send new 20-page
ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride’s BOok.

pink minnie from

large

dresses.

MAN’S RING $125

Sizes

selection
3-13,

of

569

S-15,

Name

8-20.

Address
City

Open Mon.-Thur. ’til 9:00
Validated parking
All bank charges
Layaway

State

7ip

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13201
L

-I

RTARTAN BAIT.Y-7

Vnrch 27, WI

Slopes Ready
For Spartans

Intramurais
Alpha Tau Omega and Theta
Chi %sill meet tonight at 7 o’clock
in men’s gym for the fraternity
basketball championship.
Theta Chi defeated SEP 5750 in Tuesday’s semi-final round.
while ATO bombed SNu, 57-42.
Sig Ep held a one-point lead at
the half, but TC came back for
a commanding seven -point win.
LEATHER - SUEDE - FUR
ANCIENT & USED
JACKETS & COATS
2000 of them
$2 to $19

PEGGY
IMPORTS
"the groin lest store
the whole world"

in

159 COLUMBUS AVE.
CORNER PACIFIC AVE.
SAN FRANCISCO
1 2 block below
City Lites Bookstore
DAILY 10:30 A.M.-7 P.M.
PHONE 981-5176

Dave Mercer led the winners
with 21 points. followed by Jin
Scott with 16 and Kelley I.ueke
vrith eight. Larry Mammen led
SEP with 22. Theta Chi held a
distinct 25-18 edge in field goals.
Paul Dempsey with 17 and
Craig Sobrero with 15 were the
leading scorers for ATO.
Tomorrow is the deadline for
turning in entries for the sixtournament,
volleyball
man
which begins April 8.
Competition ill the double
elimination tourney will he held
in open and notice divisions.
Teams interested in participating in the water polo tournament April 17-19 should turn
in entry forms in the intramural
office.
Entries for fast -pitch and slow pitch softball arc due April 15.
with play beginning the following week.
The fast-pitch games will Ix.
played in the afternoons with
the slow-pitch games played at
twilight.
T h e all-college basketball
championships will he played the
first week following vacation.

iloderne Drug Co.
Professional Pharmacists
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr., owner

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

pan s

Easter vacation means many
things to many SJS stOdents,
but for one select group it mean,
only one thing - skiing.
Brave Spartans are expected to
take to the slopes by the dozens
during the week break, and the
outlook is for excellent skiing.
Squaw Valley, a perrenial favorite with SJS skiers, reports
nothing but blue skies and perfect
by John Robert Muir
CLOSE BUT NO cigar for SJS pitcher Bob Grover as he tries
to pick off a runner in a non-league game earlier this season.

Priming for Broncos

SJS Faces Rugged Ducks
By KEVIN DOYLE
Daily sports Writer
SJS better not be looking too
far ahead for its games with
Santa Clara this weekend.
Because before the Spartans
meet the No. 1 rated baseball
team in the nation, they have to
face the University of Oregon
today at :3 p.m. at Spartan Field.
It just so happens that the
Ducks downed the Broncos 12-10
Tuesday afternoon to hand the
Broncs their first loss in 15 attempts this season.
In fact, the Ducks beat the
Mission nine at its own strength.
Hitting has been the Broncos’
bright spot all season, but they
could manage only 10 hits off
the Oregon pitching while Oregon
pounded four SCU pitchers for
18 hits.
Another amazing thing about
the Ducks’ performance Tuesday was that it represented their
second game of the season due
to bad weather.
Oregon’s only other outing
this season was with Cal Davis
Monday. Oregon blew a 3-1 lead
in the ninth inning and bowed
4-3 in 10 innings to the Aggies.1
. Poor weather has kept Oregon
fmm getting into real good earlier season shape but it hasn’t
affected their swinging at all.
The Ducks have several hitters that can break open a close
game including Colby Ilowe,
former third baseman fmm Menlo-Atherton High in Atherton.
Howe collected three hits Tuesday against the Broncos including a double in the tenth inning
that drove home the winning
runs.
Oregon coach Don Kirsch will
probably open vrith Fred Cardwell pitching. Cardwell is a junior from Canada who had a 3-4
record last year wit.h
2.76
ERA. He has no decision this
season.
Oregon’s long ball attack is
led by shortstop-pitcher Jim Van
Wych who drove in five nuts with
a pair of home runs, came in in
relief and picked ttp the pitching
win after blanking the Broncos
for the final two innings.
Does the Student Council
represent you?

lini.sex pants. We don’t care if it’s guys or gals that
get into our pants -- at the Workingman’s Store,
218 Vi . Santa Clara St., downtown San Jose.

RECALL
WORKINGMAN’S MINER
*In the end. thrt’re NOT all the same.

SIgn Petition, 7th St.

STORE
1

1

l’ LID FOR BY
RECALL MINER I .1 I mmITTEE

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

,:.

r-r--i-ri: ’t
h.v

.

Ilui I C 0

either Jay Fike or Bill Bourgaize.
After the Spartans battle the
Ducks alai the Broncos, they rest
for Easter Week before resurning action April 8 in a non-league
game at Sacramento State.

TIOANINMENIONIPAIIN.,

Soderer Tire Service
where yeti get a lot of roll ...
FOR LONGER DRIVES
HAVE SODERER PUT

Powerful
Premium
Customized
Recaps
ON YOUR CAR .
JOHN NI klIZANO’S

Soderer Tire Service
90 N. Montgomery
293.8131
San .lose
Jemodweler

ON COLUMBIA

Reg. $6.98
only

$3.85
"MINT
TATOO"
"BOOGIE"
with
CANNED
HEAT

k

OAKLAND -LONDON-OAKLAND

iiJune 15 to July 5
ZiJune 18 to Sept. 14
Pune 20 fo Sept. 6
0
0

1 AC 0 S

’41.’

555 Middlefield Road
Suite B Number 306

t

PHONE 968-6332

"VA,"

ALL 45’s

60c
with this
advertisement

Bluesharps
82.50

Temptations
new LP
"CLOUD 9"
on Gordy

Marine Band

$2.00

Reg. $4.98

Posters,
tapes,
players,

only

oldies,

$2.75

cleaning kits

1 ":Iroes:I’’’a
FOOT
&
"Aretha
HOSE"
in Paris"

"MOBY
GRAPE
’69"

DISCORAMA
RECORDS
227 So. First
Ph. 286-5837

NEW
Ike & Tina
"Outio
Simeon"

1Grateful
Dead
"Anthem
of the
Sun"

li you are in the situation oi haying $2.82 tis
ast until the end of the semester you ( ,,,
;tart conserving by eating at Tico’s. It is ft e
ionest truth that you will be getting exceptional quality food at Tico’s. We ere open
24 hours a day to serve you.

4th and Sf. James

"SAILOR"
with
Steve
Miller
Band

OPEN
TU ES WED , SAT.
10-6.30

hY41,&

if making
money is all
ou’re
interested in,
try a good
printing press.
It’s highly illegal, of course, but you
ould be zeroing in on your main
objectke in life. If. on the other hand,
you’re intere-ted
thin!2.- like learning
and doing. and meeting challenges
and peoplethen Bank ()I’ meriea is
interested in Not).
world’’s largest bank need-. ming men
and women with ambition and potential
to help in the development of new
banking service*. And the improvement

of old ones. The challenges are great.
So are the rewards. One of themjust
one of them is money.
Interested? Nlake an appointment to
see Dennis L. Elder. College
Relations Representative. Dell be at
your placement office soon.

OF
AMERICA
BANK mew,
Aten
NATIONAL rover a..n ArINIT

$264
$295s;
$2950

B.41. AREA COLLEGE CLUB

1 Following reg. $4.98 at s.v,
March 28-April 7

OPEN
MON., THURS.. FRI.
I 0-9:00
SUN. 12.6:30
6\

CHARTER FLIGHTS
TO EUROPE

4_.11 )0. JUilUiVM1

4

"Live
Adventures
of
Bloomfield
& Kooper"

expected

v....4.40*"."Aosole.oties4.94eafiroier.0.0,(..

S

DID YOU SHOOT YOUR WAD?

Phone Orders 297-8421

SJS will be sming its two
best pitchers -- Terry Hughes
arxi Bob Holmes for the Broncos Friday and Saturday.
A starting pitcher for the Oregon game has not been officially
named but it possibly will be

La.st weekend 25 lifts were
operating, giving SJS skiers
ample opportunity to get on the
slopes,
And after skiing hours, entertainment will abound. Whispering Shadows is providing live
music in its beer garden.
Temperatures at Squaw are

in the mid 30’s and are
to climb to 45 degrees.

wt..

SI,

OCIIIORATION

An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Thin sday Mat eh ’1

14-14PARTAN DATI.V

An Eggsact History
Of the Easter Bunny
and eggs of other colors the night
before Easter Sunday.
Familiar as the Easter Bunny
now is, his beginnings are almost
completely lost. It has been said
that this hare was once a bird
whom Eostre, the Anglo-Sa.xon
gialdess, chimged into a fourfooted creature which laid eggs
in the gardens.

MARA’
Can a male b* eggs ’ Can a
rabbit lay eggs? Well, one male
rabbit can
the Easter Bunny.
What seems to be the first
mention of the Ea.ster Bunny and
hLs eggs Ls a short excerpt from
a German book of 1572: "Do not
worry if the bunny escapes;
should we miss his eggs, then we
shall (*cask the nest."
In many sections of Germany
the Easter Bunny was believed to
lay red eggs on Good Thursday

’The Easter Bunny had its origin in pre-Christian fertility lore.
Hares and rabbits were the most
fertile animaLs our forefathers
knew, serving a.s symbols of abundant new life in the spring season.
The Easter Bunny has never had
am: religious significance in its
usage. though Its white meat is
sometimes said to suggest purity
and innocence.
The Easter Bunny may also be
connected with the corn-spirit because in many parts of Europe
the last sheaf of corn to be cut
is called the hare, and the cutting
is sometimes called "cutting the
tail of the hare."

AUTO
INSURANCE
Ages 7.25
Single or Married
NVI low rates for young drivers, Preferred or hard to place ,:sis accepted
DALE JENSEN INSURANCE
Creek Blvd.
3221 St
San Jose
243.5027
Suite 206

It was not until the latter part
of the 19th century, especially
during the Civil War, that Easter
customs were observed in the
United States. Those who had
died in the war were conunemorated in churches which were decorated with flowers on Easter
Day. ’This brought the festival
into prominence and gradually
some of the folk customs were
revived. notably under Irish influence.
The American F.aster Bunny,
which aLso symbolizes fertility, is
both human and lunar. He is
credited with laying eggs in nests
prepared for it at Easter.
This 6-foot -tall Bunny is oh-

JET CHARTERS
5279 from L.A.

6-19/9-16

$279 from
$298 from

L.A.

6-1B/9- 6

L.A.

6-16/9-13

$199 from N.Y.

6-21/9- 4

to London, Amsterdam, Bercelone
(bull fights!). 3-weaks Study Courses
available in Franca, Russia, Spain,
Germany. Phone (213) 274-0729 or
272-11081 or undrline item of in
terast and mail coapon for free
info to E. Kahn SFVSC c.o.:

SIERRA TRAVEL INC.
9875 Santa Monica B., Beverly Hills
Name:

\ iiiusly unique in that "he" can
I.LN eggs
and chocolate IrIleS

Street:
Z4)

City:

1 rfer*********Intrirint*irimm***Yr*************************
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Spartaguide
TODAY
Alpha Omicron II, 8 p.m., 408
S. Eighth St. Fashion committee
meeting.
Christian Sclence Organization, 7 30 p,m., Nlemorial Chapel.
All interested students are welCOMP.
Angel Flight, 7 p.m., M11324.
All "Angels" attend. Anyone interested in becoming all "Angel" Ls welcome.
Young Democrats, 7:30 p.m.,
510 E. Reed St. Sleeting.
Student Affiliates of the American Chemical Society, 1:30 p.m.,
for Syntex
D11504. Sign-ups;
field trip. Plans for honors banquet.
14.IS Chess Club, noon-2 p.m.,
DI1219. Meeting.
Newman Educational (’enter,
noon, Newman Center. "Food for
Thought" series. Bob Wilhelm

Job Interviews
June and sunoner graduates
may sig-n up tor appointments
in the Placement Center, 122
S. Nint It St. Signups
each Tuesday before and up
the interview
to the day
111 ILSDAY, MARCH 27
Ralston Purina Co. Majors, I3S
Bus., mktg., acctg., econ., I.ih.
Arts.
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Alajors, 11S MS EE, ME, IE.
Sears, Roebuck and Co Majors,
/3S. Any major.
Northwest Y3iICA, San Jose.
BS MS Sudo.. Rece, P.E., ethic.
Sprague Electric Co. NluJurs,
BS ’FIE, ME, IE.
FRIDAY, &LARCH 28
United Teelutolguy Center. IVIajors, BS NIE. EE. 1E, Chem. E.,
Ind. ’Tech.
Kaiser Industries Corp. Nlajors,
BS NIS EF:.
Hewlett-Packard Co. Majors,
BS/MS FIE, ME, MS,Physies.
Haskins and Hells. Majors, BS’
MS Acet g., MBA,
leettritilek and Co., Inc. Major,. liS NIS lit’s., acetg., finance,
matt!, Lih. Arts. chern., foixt sci-

f3eat This)

The "Warehouse" Tonight

v, ill Pe,. iew the book "Creation
ersus Chaos: The Reinterpretation of Mythical Symbolism in
the Bible." Newman will pro,. Mc
the soup (10 cents a bowl) and
coffee. You bring a sandviich
Miountaint-eelng Club and
Outdoor Assareness, 7 p.m., El)
212. Slide show. Plan Easter it cat ion actkity.

011.,.
kR1 CLEANVZS

STEAKS AND SPIRITS

10% DISCOUNT
WITH ASB CARD
One Day Service
Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
400 E. SANTA CLARA
293-4900

E

VW’s, FOREIGN CARS.

The way
to
Healing

VW Repairs: (Parts all extra.)
Tune-up

$ 7.90

Clutch Job

$15.90

Valve Job

$39.90

Brake Job

$19 90

All Body Work at Low Prices
**

For centuries the
promised

that

God

l’AID FOR BY
RECALL MINER COMMITTEE

:

ar

has

will

heal

"all thy diseases."
Can we accept this promise
today?

VOLKSWAGEN PARTS PRICES
All Parts Original German Made
.
?
?
.
.
.
.

939 E. EL CAMINO REAL
SUNNYVALE
SIRAKY

$ .69
1.35
.99
1.35
5.95
7.95
6.95
29.90

MOTORS

Can all the ills of mankind be
healed with the aid of prayer?
Ralph W. Cessna, an experiienced teacher and practitioner
of

Christian

Science,

has

and

your

friends

are

warmly invited to attend.

Christian Science lecture
Thursday, April 3, at 8:00 p.m.
McCabe Hall, Almaden & W.
S a n

Carlos.

Churches

San Jose.

of

Sponsored
Christ,

i
*
*
490 *
*
$ 490 :
*
*
*
*
*
1090 :
1695 *
*
*
995 *
*
1995 *
*

’60

FOREIGN CARS

1

i Fiat, ’67, coupes, red, blue, white
’613’s,

red,

blue

ts Opel, ’65, 6 cyl.
i VW, ’68 bus, 9 pass.

Share your talents with Brothers and Sisters in Black colleges. Apply for teaching positions through the Southern
Education Program, Inc., a non-profit organization serving

**
*
*
20 low price transportation cars from 3175
*
*
:
tnonth.
6
for
All Cars guarantood
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
939 E. El Camino, Sunnyvale
*
*
(Between Wolfe & Ham Eds.,/ 738-3020
*
*
*******************************************
* *****

i VW, ’65 & ’64

all of the Black institutions. Placement is quick and free
of charge.

buses

1395

SIRAKY MOTORS

For information write: S.E.P.
8591/2 Hunter St., N.W.
Atlanta, Ga. 30314

Spartan Daily Classifieds
REFRIG. $30. just rebuilt, Used last
sem. and selling because of moving.
Large 45 cu" with freezer. 2 Blks from
FOLK SINGERS - Cad 292-6587 Eve- campus. 293-1938 after 6 p.m.
nings. Char:ie Brown.
100% HUMAN HAIR FALL -brown
EUROPE Jets $279. See our Friday Dis- shoulder length. Call aft. 6, not Tues.
way Ad. Sierra Travel Inc., 9875 Santa or weekends. 269.0132.
Mum, B.. Beverly Hills.
PORT. TV FOR RENT 12" -57/mo.,
SKI EASTER. Beautiful furnished cabin
$9/mo, Call after 5 p.m. 294-7238.
near Squaw Valley. individuals & small 19’ groups. $50 ea. 293-1887 or 344-9830. GUITAR: GIBSON C-1 (nylon str.) Casa.
Sweet sounds-great to learn on. Call
Limited.
AUTO INSURANCE as IOW 65 $79 Per Bob at 287-7429, asking $89.
year for married, good students. Also, POTTERS WHEELS for sale $75. 297excellent savings for single men over 9617.
21. Call George Campbell, 244-9600.
ANNOUNCEMENTS 11)

RALLY - Savoy Truffle at GEM. N.
1st. Fri., Mar. 28, 6-8, 2 classes/team
par 25. AWARDS $3.25 gen., $3 ASB
2195p7ar plagues LITTLE BROTHERS 379 -

APT. FOR RENT OR roommete wanted
to share with 3 liberal girls. 286-0438.
UPPER DIVISION MAN needed to share
2 bdrm. apt. with 3 others, $57.50/mo.
148 E. William #28. Call 287-4821,

SERVICES 111)

PROOF READING and MANUSCRIPT
EDITING. NO typing. Call 248-6522.
LARGE cheerful room. 1/2 beth, private
RENT A STEREO: Or a TV from Esche’s
entrance & yard. 406 So. 1 1th St.
Free delivery, free service, no contract.
SKIERS, CABIN FOR RENT EASTER $10.00 per month. 251-2598.
WEEK. On Hwy. 89 North Shore Tahoe. TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE, EXPERSleeps 4-6. S mi. from Squaw. Call Mike. IENCED. Will edit. 21/2 mi. from cam.
241-1367 after 5 p.m.
pus. Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104.
LIBERAL FEMALE HOUSEMATE EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
WANTED. Own room, kit. priv., lg. yard. Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
$50/mo. plus lh utils. 259-5000 ext. 250. Marrianne Temberg. 1924 Harris AY*.
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
ONE BDRM. APT., turn., water & gar.
bage paid. 613 So. 8th St. See Apt. # I. WEDDING INVITATIONS $5,95/hundred
HELP WANTED 14/
Free catalog and samples. Phone (416)
APT. FOR RENT 2 Bdrm. unfurnished, 321-1317.
AEK, Carpeting, Drapes, Laundry FaciliGIRLS GIRLS GIRLS
INCOME TAX SERVICE
ties $125/mo. 293-5995.
JOBS JOBS JOBS
Fed. or State. $3.50. On or off campus.
MONEY MONEY MONEY
I OR 2 LIBERAL MALE U.D. or Grad Call 293-1211. Off campus 780 South
Part time work in our office. No ex- Students to share large furnished 3 I I th *10. Xerox copies avail.
perience necessary. Choice of hours. Bdrm. house. Fire Place, Garage, Storage.
GARDENING, landscaping & piping,
$2.00/hr. Call Mr. Andrevn, 287-1728.
Near Senter Rd. $70/mo. Dave 227-1856. moving, pruning, cleaning (yard) WANTED: People with backgrounds or
Reasonable. Calf 298-4383 or 287-5276.
degrees in engineering, education, in.OST AND FOUND 161
dustrial arts, agriculture, health, nursing,
and mechanics to work in 61 countries.
TRANSPORTATION 191
See PEACE CORPS. 7th St. this week.
LOST: Pair of glasses in a tan case.
DRIVER WANTED, ice cram vending REWARD. Call 258-5223.
CAR POOL from SJS area to Westroute. 30-50,/, 9-11 a.m. 297-4228. Fufl
gate, Saratoga Ave. Mon. -Fri. 4 00. Call
or part time.
292-8545 after 4 pm.
PERSONALS 171
WANTED - Mom’s helper with car, for
WILL PAY FOR GAS to Newport or
teachers 3 boys ages 9-17 MW efts
area. Round trip. Need to tow boat
April, May, $50 mo. call 251-0437.
WANT AN engagement ring different Easter week. Call 276-0585 af’er 5 30
than all others? Design your own with P-m
our help. Or choose a standard ring
11 C.) WAN)
Also quality diamonds at wholesale
pr,ces. Call 286-0964 after 7:00 p.m.
FOR RENT, Furnished 2 bdrm, 2 bth Jim Self.
AN ADDICT. Dial Peace of Mind
apts. 148 E. Williams. 3 brrn. also
everyday. It’s 294-3333 for fulfillment
available.
that doesn’t end.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED, 384 E.
Sig MeWilliams, $45/mo. 292.8437.
"Where Do You Go To?"
TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES over 21. IP. HAS love been lost or has life
So. I I street. Call Carol 286-4340.
been gained!

To Place
an ad:

HONDA. ’68, 305 Scrambler. Excellent
m -d. $475. Call 356-8996.

Come to:

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

vve.

Classified Adv.
Office -J206

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

U.S. SURPLUS NAVY PEA COATS, field
jackets, bell bottom pants, leather and
suede jackets, camping supplies. HIPPIE-FASHIONS. Lace end velvet
goodies. JACK & PAT’S THIRD HAND
STORE. 375 E. Bedding. Between 8th
& 9th. Free parking. Open Sat. & Sun.,
closed Mom
FURNITURE table lamps, sofa. bookcases, desks and other items, Good condition. Phone 294-8774.
SKIS. HART PROS. 200cm. Used once.
$80. Schwinn var. 10 speed, v.g. cond.
$35. 286-3414 after 5 p.m.
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT - NIKON, PENTAX & other brand cameras
& atcessories. Save up to 100% then
req. 286.4495.

Piton, 294-4414, Ext. 2465
IITHE HEAVENLY 150GY WE WANT TO 5-rUvy IGNITE lh ONLY
VI5IBLE FOK btIORT 1M1095 Of TIME.0
I

a

deeply Christian answer to
these questions in his free lecture, "The Way to Healing."
You

1 190

MG-TF, ’56, red

FOR SALE 13)

Bible

:
*
*
*
*

TR-4A, ’66, IRS, 15,000 Mi.

Blvd.

$395 and up

0 0*

1
*

’63
excellent mech. cond. R/H,
body needs work. $650/offer. Greg Chun,
294.2927.
’6111 PONTIAC GTO CONV. Disc brakes,
new tires. AM -FM. positract, Hurst 3 spd.
4942 Stevens Creek
on floor. $2750. 292-0538.
I mile past Valley Fair
’64 TRIUMPH 650 cc. recently rebuilt.
Good mechanical cond. Looks great.
246-6658
6675/offer. 287-5402.
:11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111#
SUPERCHARGER for motorcycle rootes type, $90. Also drive unit for 305
Honda. 286.8510.
’66 RIVIERA GRAN SPORT - full fac
tory power. incls. air cond., stereo radio,
tilt wheel. cruise control and maq wheels
w/Pirelli tires. Verdi green, w/blk interior. $3495. Call 294-6711 or 292-6767.

SIS GB IDS.

WIPER BLADES to ’64 .
.
POINTS
.
.
.
,cP.tc
HEAD LAMP GLASS
.0%
HUB CAPS .
.
CLUTCH DISC .
BUMPER, FRONT .
.
MUFFLER to ’62
NEW GENERATOR, Factory Guaranteed

SPORTS CARS
MGBs, ’66, ’65, ’63

: VW,

’58 CHEVY excellent around town car
Minor body injury. but mechanically
ound. Call Jim 292-9608. Cheap.

OWNED AND
OPERATED B1

"Work of Art"

:

: Triumph Spiffire, ’67, white
ir
* Datsun, ’67, 1600 rdstr., 10,000 mi.
*
: Jaguar, ’62 XKE rdstr.

Sign Petition. 7th St.

MAKE A REAL COMMITMENT TO OUR PEOPLE.

1966 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE. Excellent condition. green, AM -FM. new tires, many
extras. $1500. Cell 259-5668.

BANQUET
FACILITIES

ir

BLACK STUDENTS!

P. 1967 BSA 650 cc twin carbs. Very fast,
= ,ery reliable. Make offer. 287.5170.
E
= JAGUAR ’58, $675, excellent run. coml.:. 1
Call 378-8411.

/

*

at Sunbeam, ’60

AUTOMOTIVE i21

&vett Sat

RECALL 1
MINER

: TR-3 .
4:

’65 Corvette. Low mileage. Like new. P-S,
Disc. P-B IRS 4 speed, 327" 350 HP.
AM -FM Both tops air, P-windows. Tinted
glass. BRG. Black int. Dual 90’s. $3050.
"1111111111111111-11-1111111111-11111-1111111-1-1111111 Call 368.7077.

Art Cleaners

:

SAVE ON PRE-EASTER SALE

to su your prsidenti

NAVIGATIONAL (coursemarker) CAR
RALLYE by LE VIVO MACHINE. 4
classes. 2 separate routes, Ian easy informative route for beg & move a stiff
route for sen & exp) Trophies 1-3 except
1-5 in mov. Plaques 1-10 except 1-15 in
nov. 2 par plaques/car. 3 car team 4
nov & beg only. April 12-6.9 p.m. GEM
& STANFORD shopping centers. Marque
awards! INFO 736-1177.

APARTMENT
FOR RENT
2 Bedroom
Furnished
8140 Per Month
495 E. \\ illiain
Phone 298-6381

Mug of Beer - 15c
Pitcher of Beer - 75c

Who spent your money to try

by

Scientist,

CLASSIFIED RATES
-Ifiriimum
Three lines
One day

-3
4
5
6

linos
lines
lines
lines

Add this
amount for
each addi
tionai line

One day

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
.,,.
"two

Two days

Three days

2.00 --1.-23.
2.75
2.50
3.25
3.00
3.36-3.75
-50

.50

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)
Four des

Five days

2.40
2.90
3.40
W

2.50
3.00
3.30
4.00

.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
Announcements (I)
Automotive (2)
El For SIN (9)

IO Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
0 Lost and Found (6)

0 POCS01111$ (7)
0 Swvices

0 TransiodatIon

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed is

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Plow allow 2 days alter placing 1er 8d to swim.

Dew

At**
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0
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5
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’5
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SPRING IS THE AWAKENING of a movement. Hopefully i+
is a prelude to a brighter and more tranquil future for all of
us. Easter vacation may be just the time we need to awaken us
to the past and current developments a+ SJS. This cosmopolitan group is a reflection of the new breed assuming an
active voice on campus. Their diversified backgrounds typifies

the cultural differences needed to create socially-aware students. Cheryle Brown (top left) is a Black s+udent majoring in
law enforcement. Standing next to her is Jim Broady, a White
student majoring in journalism. Standing in center is Kathy
Turner, a Black student majoring in sociology. Kneeling beside her is Caesar Villarreal, a Chicano majoring in Spanish.

Behind them stands Lee Squyres, a White public relations
major, and Cindi Alvalos, a Chicano social science major.
Seated at bottom right is Kathy Kamachi, Japanese, and a
political science major. Modeling with her is Rick Rogers, a
Black studying public relations. (Further fashions may be seen
Photo by Bill Vane
on page 6.)

a long, long winter’s end . . .
k long, long winter is ending.
Many of our parents’ generation thought,
understandably, that money meant happiness. They lived through the depression and
when it was over, swore that they and their
children would never be hungry again.
So they learned the things that would
help them make money and then carved out
lucrative careers. But too often they did not
consider whether they really liked what they
were doing.
Look at our parents now. The alcoholism,
legal drug addiction and divorce of too
tnany are evidence of the fact that many are
holding jobs they. hate. Alcoholism and drug
dependence stein from a lack of self respect
or self like. if you will. Divorce is the natural result when people who do not like
themselves marry. People who don’t like
themselves don’t like other people.
I g yourself.
Ifs hard to say when it started. Maybe it
was with the Beatles at the beginning of this
decade. All through the ’50s, the Freddie
Cannons and the Neil Sedakas had been
bombarding us with music that was great
hecause, why else? "It sells."
Then the Beatles gave us music from

their own minds, not their promo man’s.
Beetle music sold, and it sells. But the
difference is clear it is their music and
they like what they do or they wouldn’t
do it.
The early ’60s saw Americans, too. doing
things because they made them feel good.
White Civil Rights marchers went to jail in
the South because they were enraged by the
treatment of Blacks in those states. But significantly, they were doing something they
thought was right, regardless of the consequences. They were helping people and a
cause, and that made them feel good
they
were diggittg thetnselves.
On a more abstract level came the hippies. Their only cause was love and they’
built lives and a culture around it. NN ith
their open enjoyment of sex and uninhibited dances, art and music came a reawakening of the senses and a joy in expression
that added fuel to this generation’s effort
to dig itself.
After that came Black Power. Unlike the
Civil Rights movement, it was the Black
tnan’s turn to dig himself. At first. V4 illit’S
couldn’t understand. In Selma and Birmingham they had worked for integration. They

had dug the Blacks.
But again, it was the Black man’s turn.
And this meant digging himself not integration, not the White man. Thus the rise
of Afro styles, natural hair and economic
control
and the fall of the integration
frenzy that would have meant a loss of
Mack identity, a loss of self-like.
Black, White, hippies, the Beatles: They
are all variations on the theme: the members of this generation are doing things that
make them feel good. It’s existential, it can
be hedonistic, it can be altruistic. It refutes
the Protestant ethic that is in large part responsible for the industry
and the neuroses of
our parents.
We are learning that to like anything, we
must first like ourselves. Living by the
Protestant ethic and placing productivity
before self-fulfillment didn’t make it for
our parents and we know it won’t make it
for us. We’re trying to put doing things we
like before the pursuit of success.
When we like what we do, when we like
ourselves, we can go on to fulfilling relationships w ith others. les spring. we’re sprung.
Dig each other.
Rick Anderson

Spring Goddess Eastre’s Feast
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Pagan Fertility R ites Linked
To Christian Spring Holiday

POetty
You followed me
Down my
Dark
Thoughts
And into
Dimly lit
Cafes

"It may he a religious holiday
to you Christians, but to us pagans, the ’Easter’ celebration is
it spring fertility festival," sums
up a version of the origin of the
Christian ritual concerning the
death and resurrection of Jesus
Christ.
According to the eighth century English historian, Bede the
Venerable, the word "Easter" is
an Anglo-Saxon version of "Eastre," a goddess of spring, whose
annual feast occurred close to
the first
the vernal equinox
day of spring.
The Christian celebration of
Ea.ster is aLso timed in relation
to the vernal equinox, usually
occurring on the first Sunday
after the first full moon after
the spring equinox.
The early Christians knew a
good thing viten they saw it
and their Jewish historical back-

You followed me on
Through my fears,
My jungled emotions,
My every way of
Escape,
Ard into a world
I didn’t realize -Real,
Alive,
Full,
And finally
Fulfilled.
You are with me
Into and out of
My darkest to
Brighest hours.
I know none else
Than to
Call it
love.
By
Sandy 011vas
. P

Pre-College
Bio-Chem Grant
Special training in Nuchernistry will be given to high school
students as a result of a $15,000
grant given to the SJS Chemistry
Department by the National
Science Foundation.
The grant will enable 50 outstanding high school students to
receive pre-college training in the
field of science that they cannot
obtain in high school courses.
The majority will be high
school juniors, but some sophomores and seniors will be admitted. Selection is based on
scholastic ability scientific motivation and completion of specified high school courses in
science and mathematics.
Dr. Ronald S. Watanabae, associate professor of chemistry,
will direct the six-week session
to be held on the SJS campus.

DO YOU REMEMBER being that young’) We
don’t either but the colored eggs, chocolate
bunnies, multi -colored jellybeans, marshmallow
chickens, and other assortment of gooies found
on Easter morn will provide these children with
delightful Easter remembrances, lust as they
once did for us. Real bunnies, chicks and duck-

lings make popular gifts for children at Easter,
but parents should remember that those animals grow up and often bring more work than
at first bargained for. For a look into the problem of what happens when Easter gift animals
grow up, see story on right.

Week-Long Celebration

Jews Celebrate Passover
By CHERIE PUTNAM
Daily Staff ’Writer
While Christianity observes the
death and resurrection of Jesus
with Lent, Palm Sunday and Easter services, Judaism celebrates
the week of Passover.
This year’s observance begins
at sunset on Nisan 15 (Wednesday, April 2. this year) of the

Love’s Many Facets

Jewish calendar with the Passover feast. The first evening’s
dinner is called the Seder, known
in Christianity as the "last supper." Each evening, candles are
lighted by the oldest son in the
family while the woman of the
house says a prayer. The ceremonial dinner is repeated on the
second evening by orthodox Jews.
Special dietary habits are followed. During their exodus from
Egypt, the Israelites had no way’
to raise their bread. As a recognition of this, leavened bread is
not eaten during the Passover
week.
All food must be "kosher" or
spiritually clean. Leavened bread
and food containing leavened
prwlucts cannot be eaten. Matzo,
an unleavened product that looks
like a cracker, is substituted, according to Rabbi Moshe Twersky
of the Congregation Sinai Synagogue.
"Dishes used throughout the
year are changed completely
,(,(s they have been touched by

leavened products," he explained.
This occurs for seven days for
Jewish reform members and eight
for members of the traditional or
orthodox faith.
Passover was established by
Moses after the Jewish deliverance from bondage in Egypt.
Moses ordered blood of a sacrificial lamb srainkled on doors of
Jewish homes to prevent killing
of first-born sons by the angel
of death. The destroying angel
"passed over" Israelite thresholds, and thus the holiday was
named Passover.
As a reminder of the exodus,
the festival closes with the words
"next year in Jerusalem."
The Passover feast influenced
Christian tradition since it was
this ceremonial dinner celebrated
by Jesus the night before His
Crucifixion. After instituting the
Eucharist (Communion), He announced that one of his disciples
wduld betray him. Following this,
the dinner became known as the
"last supper."

Think Twice
About Pets
For Easter
%Vell-mcaning Easter Rabbits
should think twice before giving
chicks, bunnies or ducklings as
Easter surprises. Bunnies, chicks
and ducklings feel soft, look cute
and create no trouble until
they stop being babies.
"The domestic duck population
rapidly increases at the sanctuary when people realize that
ducks are expensive, noisy, messy
and no longer cute," stated Joe
Taylor, Santa Clara County Harbormaster in the Palo Alto Baylands area. "We have had as
many as 42 domestic ducks let
loose in one night."
Taylor commented that this is
a cruelty of the worst type. The
ducks, after being raised to believe they am human, often can’t
cope with being shoved into a
wild existence. Problems are
created for the city of Palo Alto,
which must feed the ducks and
maintain a wild bird sanctuary.
"When we get too many white
ducks," Taylor explained, "They
must somehow be eliminated because this is a migratory bird
refuge."
Remember, babies do grow
up. If you aren’t prepared to
handle a matured pet, don’t buy
a young one because it’s tiny,
cute and fluffy. Be kind to your
web-footed friends.

ground urged the founders of the
new religion to combine the
Jewish Passmer with the new
festival of Christ.
Combination was easy, particularly since both rites combined the death and resurrection
theme - - the Jewish tradition of
escape from the bondage of
Egypt and returning to an Israel
identity and the Christian one
of death with a loss of sin and
resurrection into an after-life.
Besides, Christianity was not
the most popular religion of the
day back then, and combining
the two occasions disguised the
illegal jubilation.
According to the Catholic Encyclopedia, the Old Testament
Passover originally joined with
the "primitive spring harvest in
which the first fruits, grains and
flock of spring were offered to
the Lord."
Or if you weren’t Jewish, you
offered the grain and animals
to Astre, the local goddess of
fertility.
Both the Passover and the
Christian celebrations are natural
extensions of the pagan rites
concerning the idea of nevv birth
symbolized in nature’s renevval
of itself out of the death of
winter.
pagan spring-fertility
This
background helps account for
the tinting of the two festivals
to connect them with the vernal
equinox, or the first day of
spring.
Many of the customs associated with Easter, such as Easter
bunnies and colored eggs, are also
rooted in the spring-fertility
rites.
The Easter bunny is an American version of the European

for the lamb
from lite home of
the always rising sun,
the black prince
of the moon and stars
the beneficent the merciful
the lamb of revolution rises
and blo lllll s among us like a precious and delicate
fltuver in the wilderness. and yet
the weeds, the brush. the beasts of the field
are powerless to mask his beauty
or cloak his Itemenly aroma.
the
the
the
the
the
the

’Christ Is Alive for Easter’

lamb,
lord,
leader of the land of shabazz.
Iamb. the deliverer of
lost -found.
the
lamb, the first visi iiii
(,\ I’S Of the oneeddind.
the magical first llllll I, lite song
the deal and dumb
hear and sing, the jazz-gospel,
die got-io-be-soulfol composer of the
black national anthem of self,
of self respect. of lime for self
and kind, of dignity
of freed lllll of justic of quality
hood.
of SO% errignly, of na

Hy Nit I: HARRISON
Dalb Religion Writer
Is God dead?
I hesitate to even ask such an
outdated question.
Its been two years since Hamilton and Altizer came up with
their theory that God passed
away quietly in the night.
Still the question is applicable.
Not in the sense that is God
dead but is faith dead? Do people really care if God is dead or
not?
If you ask someone if God
exists chances are they’ll say,
"Yeah, sure. I guess."
Ask him if Christ existed and
he’ll probably say, "Yeah, he
(lower rase of course) was a

glorifying and lwattlif. Mg our queens
will) start, crowns, smooth,
flowing from head to foot,
long. draping satin crowns
like die smooth flowing
satin skin they surround.
magnificent crowns
muddied from the black sky,
our A) our black heavenly
we 8el. each night
covered with sliimmering jewels.
snatched like our weapons
of war were weapons that awaken
our willing warriors
who stand watching, waittng,
for the word,
the word from the lamb.
--Charles K. Moreland

Student Has Faith:

WHETHER A BE -IN at the fountain. a trip to the bay or a walk
with your children on a warm day the
feeling is the same:
staying in tune with nature. The celebration of love, too, has
many facets. It can be wildly carefree
or quietly responsible.
(Above) "The most important thing a father can do for his children is to love their mo+her" Theodore Hesburgh

SpaHot
LAUNDERETTE
CLEANERS
Back to Serve ion
laundry service
dry cleaning
ironing and alteration -

10/0 DISCOUNT
WITH ASI3 CARD
,

409 E. Santa Clara
between 9th and loth
9-6 dily, Set 9-4
S.. 9 ti

MO CAA, NO MTN

.

HORTENSE, I3E
if JUST EiRoKE powiv
YESTERDAy.

and Egyptian tradition associated
with the hare -- an ancient symbol of fertility and productivity
of both humans and nature.
The colored egg is a sYmhol
of the beginning of new life and
of the spring sun.
Another ancient spring forligiou.s re-births, rejuvenation of
tility custom which continued
in the British Isles until the 19th
Century is going to the hills on
the first day of spring to watch
the sun dance for joy at the
season’s beginning.
&anise Easter services are
likewise traditional in the Christian ritual, with the added connotaticm of "new light of life"
symbolizing the Christ.
Berkshire (England) people
parade through the countryside
bearing "tutti" poles decorated
with flowers and ribbons, collecting money, kisses and gifts
from the neighbors on the Tuesday following Easter.
In northern England, the village people also sprinkle each
other with water and exchange
money and kisses as part of the
Easter festivities.
This folk custom of showering
people with water, money and
kisses apparently stem.s from
old Roman feasts to insure the
fertility and growth of crops,
such as the late March "Leaping
of Salii" merrymaking.
Spring is a time of new and
re-births, of confirmation of the
promises of nature held dormant
during the winter, of the mythological Latin Cere and Persephone returning to impregnate
the earth with life and of religious re-births, rejuvination of
spirits, or salvation and resurrection.

good man, Too bad he died so
young," or "Too bad he’s not
alive today, we could sure ttse
him now."
Easter is at hand.
Jesus Christ Is not dead,
Easter as a holiday exists only
in the fact that Christ kept two
promises.
In Mark g:31, Matthew 16:21
and Luke 9:22 ’Christ promised
He would return to life three
days after He died.
He did.
Thtts Easter.
The second promise was that
He would reveal Himself to those
who would seek Him. This promise is recorded in John 10:14,
14:16-18, Rev. 3:20 and in the
parable of the grapevine in John

FRED FENIsTER FIXES)

LOVE BUGS. Qum KLY.
E CONOM CALI-Y. HE’S A
MASTER MEc-HANic._,
SEE 104 7DDAY AND 111

likoh

DATE Yo ToPloRKo w

9

98 E. SAN SALVADOR AT THIRD ST.
A4
.

15, as well as numerous other
places,
He has also kept this promise.
Again I repeat, Christ is alive.
Easter is at hand.
Vacation is here. Some students are determined to catch
up on the merry-go-round of
papers and assignments and readings that have somehow been
put off. Other students are equally adamant in their determination not to look at a book for the
week.
Whatever vacation holds for
you whether work, study or
pleasure remember that
God
can’t be dead when so many people are experiencing a personal
relationship with Him. Only
one’s faith can be unalive.
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JAPAN

DAYS

$11133
!UMW -4 COLLEGE CAEOITS
SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE
in depth vacation and study in a
single country. Sightseeing, guide,

ics, and held trips feature Japan’s
history, politics, economics, edoca
tional systems, reltgion, and the arts.
Includes roundtrip airfares from West
Coast and first class land arrange.
ments. Orient extension, 2 extra
college credits. Operated by:

HOWARD TOURS
APPLY: Howard Tours, Inc..

522 Grind
Avenue, Oakland, California 54610

sf)
Lambswool
Sweater Shirts

Classic Lambswool
Sweater Shirts knitted to
Vaughn’s specifications...
fully fashioned throughout with comfortable
saddle shoulders and long
sleeves. Available in
camel, yellow, olive black,
wine, grey, bottle green,
blue heather and moss
green. Made to retail at
$18.95.
$1232
VAUGHN
DISCOUNT PRICE

A

Bane moil

CARDS NELCONIT <

35s, DISCOUNT ON Alt MEPCNANDist.

Park Dept.
Schedules
Activities
Intent of
The San Jose
Parks and Recreation will open
its season this weekend with a
schedule of activities to carry
through the Easter holidays.
The lawsy week of activities for
the young will include field trips,
games, and arts and crafts,
elimaxed by special Easter activities on Saturday, April 5.
Stan Nelson, recreation director of district five, which includes parks around San Jose
State, said that activities will Ix)
held at William Street Park,
Lowell N:lementary School, and
Horace Mann Elementary School.
Throughout San Jose, 21 Easter egg hunts will be held April 5.
William Street Palk will be host
for the Easter Carnival, which
drew 1,200 people to the park last
E’aster. The carnival ssill begin
with an egg hunt, and the day’s
activities will include free games,
free candy, and a parade of hats.
Chuck Dougherty, director of
Happy Hollow Park on Keyes
Street, announced that the park
would open its season Saturclaa.
Activities for the day will include a balloon blast-off, in
which one hundred helium balloons will be set aloft. In each
balloon will be a pass entitling
the retriever to a free visit to
the city zoo, free rides and free
candy. The Easter Runny will be
at Happy Hollow throughout the
week, directing games and other
special activities. The hours for
the week’s activities at all parks
will be 10 a.m. to 5 p.m
Persons wishing more informalion or wishing to help in these
activities are invited to call the
San Jose Recreation Department.

likll OHM
AT SATHER GATE
tiantasrrx MEWS Snore

Flying Home on ’Youth Fare’?
By ANGP:I.0 BRAL’KETINI
Fur thosy of you who are
ready, it’s time for the annual
BUM TRIP! I’m talking, of
course, of thase of you who will
attempt to fly home "youth fare"
fur the holidays.
If you stayed in San Jose long
enough to read this column, forget it!
To begin with, you probably
forgot to read the fine taint on
the card. It says something to
the effect that the caul is good
any time except Sundays, Saturdays. and days in between, regardless of whether they fall on
a holiday or not.)

WILL YOU BE SITTING by the dock of the bay watching the
ships go by this Easter vacation? Many SJS students will head
for the water to relax after completion of midterms this week.
Here at colorful Fisherman’s Wharf in San Francisco spring
tourists are expected to flock to the dock in unprecidented
numbers to watch the fishing vessels sail in. For those of you
farther south, Monterey Bay should offer the same exciting salty
atmosphere.

Free Dance
A free dative honoring the SJS
track team o
he held the first
Friday after Easter vavation on
the Art Quad at 9 p.m., Carol
Hanson, rally committee chairman announced.
Sponsored by the College Union Program Board, the dance
will feature "The Chosen Few,"
a Santa Clara mirk liana which
appeared at the SJS Winter Carnival during semester break.

The Pan –

Es, 1927

FREUD WOULD
HAVE EATEN
HERE

HAVE A
FUN
EASTER
VACATION

478 So. 10th St.

World Campus Afloat
is a college that does more
than broaden horizons.
It sails to them and beyond.
Once again, beginning in October of 1969, the
World Campus Afloat program of Chapman
College and Associated Colleges and Universities
will take qualified students, faculty and staff
into the world laboratory.
In -port programs relevant to fully-accredited
coursework taught aboard ship add the dimension
of personal experience to formal learning.

And if that’s not enough to
dissuade you, your standby number at the airport will be somewhere around 969.
Now that you agree that it’s
useless to try for a flight this
spring, let’s start thinking ahead
to next December.
In keeping with the practice
of making suggestions whether
they ale SOlielted Or not, Angelo
will now provide some tiPs
"space available travelcrs."
1) Make positive reservations
for all your friends on the flight
you hope to make flying standby.

Vernal Season Curse
Expected To Hit SJS
By JEFF FAIRBANKS
The curse of the vernal season is expected to hit San Jose State
campus despite heroic delen.ses put down hy a determined front of
SJS meteorological
cumulonimbus. it was reported last week by
studen t .
The student, who wishes to remain anonymous, said further he
thought reports of a large storm front which would greatly increase
the precipitation percentage passibility were unfortunately, "all wet."
The budding meteorologist also stated that the weather pattern
may be adversely affected hy the earthquake which is destined to destroy California next month.
"Our farnou.s California sunshine may very shortly be wasted on the
sea, instead of being utilized in the production of smog," he bitterly
lamented.
For this reason. he predicted that thousands of SJS students would
heeome afflicted with spring fever, "more dangerous than the common cold."
This could lead to communal baths in the fountain. which he feared
. would cause the further spread of the "spring fervor."
He noted early symptoms of the disease during the week of March
19. Hundreds of students, including the A.S. president, frolicked in
or near the fountain.
However. the next day, a good drenching dampened the sttidents’
spirts.
Spring fever is best exemplified in the actions of those students
who sit in the sun, rather than endure 50 minutes of the bad puns
end economics. Other examples include those of the surf-and -sun set
who usually leave campus early Friday to tackle the waves.
He was apprehensive that there might be some especially acute
cases of the malady due to the long rainy season.
He noted that some students have already taken to.celebrating each
sunny day through pagan rituals accompanied by music, rind hedcmistie rites and ablutions in the fountain.
Others have been seen sporting sandals, and there are several documented eases of bare feet.
All in all, the school will he in dire straits. he continued. Irv:triad of
the torrential downpout s. in which everyone is inevitably caught with
t.heir umbrella down, Maintenance and Grounds will now he able to
play sprinkler roulette, in which they delight in turning the water on
unsuspecting students.
"Time is of the essenee." lie eoncluded. "If we can contain the outhterik tint il art,. spciiiir vacation. mid -terms will take its heavy toll,
s
arid kovf.
free of st rigken students."

Spartan Daily Easter Edithm
Co -Editor,

Classes are held six days a week at sea
aboard the s.s. Ryndam which has been equipped
with classrooms, laboratories, library, student
union, dining room and dormitories.
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Chapman College now is accepting applications for the Fall and Spring semesters of the
1969-70 academic year. Fall semesters depart
New York for ports in Western Europe and the
Mediterranean, Africa and South America, ending
in Los Angeles. Spring semesters circle the
world from Los Angeles through the Orient, India
and South Africa to New York.
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be
In this way, there v,111
seats available.
2) If you are flying to a much traveled. spot, don’t try to fly
direct. For instance. to go New
York by way of Anchorage, Alaska and Butte, Montana.
3) If you are flying to Miami.
leave all metal objects at home
and keep an eye open for nervous
Latins. (A side trip could shorten
or lengthen your holiday, depending on the circumstances.)
4) Choose a seatmate of the
opposite sex. Her holiday home
might be more enjoyable. than
yours.
5) Invest a quarter in the air-

!,,Iiti whin.

.011111..;

beneficiary.
And finally, go to the airpo.a
I tnean
St gifight.
Whoolis
st ritight to the :input’?
1114, Sole

i1111

over 5’7"

HEW Grant
To Develop
Recreation
A

special

projects

grant

clothes of individualiV
for tall and
longer waisted girls
42 e. san anfonio
293-7616

of

$20,000 has been appmved by the
U.S. Secretary of Health. Education and Welfare.
The purpose of this grant is to
develop and evaluate a training
program for personnel who will
work with handicapped children
in the area of recreation.
The review panel in physical
education and recreation recommended that the following conditions be met: (1) The college
hire a full time person at the
doctoral level. If not available, a
person with equivalent experience will be acceptable. 12) The
relationship with the special education department should be
more clearly delineated. i:3) A
mutually satisfactory negotiation
between the institution and the
Division of Training Programs
will be made regarding the
budget,

Warner Brothers

iteCoNLS

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUD.
Sunday, April 27-8 p.m.
Tickets: S3.50, S4.50, S5.50
On Sale:
.111,41. HO,. Office
IN Country N illage

91’2

Plume: 246-1
next to Fox)

9ujiyama 9-arden4 keatrupaht
JAPANESI,
Lunches and dinners featuring sukiyaki, seafood. teriyaki chicken
and teriyaki steaks in a delightful atmosphere
850 MERIDIAN AVE.
PHONE 294.1330

Dress up
your
wrist for
Easter
0
with
an OMEGA
li sail wear 1- in
(:ompliments will be yours if the
Omega. }fere one of the rir1,1- tinn-I I inntrinitnhunt blueprint
with devigncli,tinction
to final asserahl every ()mega mule’ goe- multiple
qualitv-control in.pecti,m. to a.iire maximum
d,pendability.Choo,e from our ..omplete ...lection of Oturg,t
mer S1000.
men’s and ladies’ watch,-. $65
A -14K solid gold bracelet watch
CenstehMinn chronorrie!,
1,0, steel beck

Art student Leana Leach of Long Beach
sketches ruins ot once-bmied city during
World Campus Afloat visit fo Pompeii.

For a catalog and other information, complete and
mail the coupon below.
SAFETY INFORMATION: The s.s. Ryndam,
registered in The Netherlands, meets International
Safety Standards for new ships developed in
1948 and meets 1966 fire safety requirements.

1:00

WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT
Director of Admissions
Chapman College, Orange, Calif 92666

buerrhp
Not bad mannersjust good food

Please send your catalog and any other facts I need to know
HOME INFORMATION

SCHOOL INFORMATION

FREE BOWL OF CHILI WITH YOUR STEAK
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Until
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ANGELO’S oT Eut:
72 E. Santa Clara

bread & butter

Free parking at 38 So. Third St.
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SJS Sunlight,
Cal Lamplight
During Break

Love’s Light Eternal
Love

is

aspect

’fhe

eternal.

may change, but not the essence.
There is the same difference in
a person before and after he is
in an

in love as there is
lighted

lamp

and

one

Do you plan to spend your
Easter vacation ahnorlsIng rays
in Palm Springs, skiing at Ileaenly Valles, losing your tnoney at Vegas lir stutbing
your bedroom?
For many students at San
Jose Stale It will 111.
X0111101
11141%1011 whether to go skiing

un-

that

is

burning.. The larnp was there anti
wa, a good lamp, hut now it is
too, and that is

shedding light

it, teal function. And love makes
ealmer about many things,
anti that may,

more fit

is

one

:1;
\ N

\ ’1’

(-;0(111

or

THE COLORADO RIVER is one of the largest centers of relaxation for sunseeking Easter Week vacationers. Multitudes
flock to the "River" to enjoy boating, waterskiing and plenty
of warm sunshine. This piece of the River, about 40 miles wide,
is the scene of loud jet-powered in-boards and some of the best
skiers on water.
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Round Trip
New York/London $189
Round Trip
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NO MEMBERSHIP FEE
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Lake
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This piece of the "River," approximately 40 miles wide, is the
scene of loud jet -powered in Imam’s, some of the best skirt’s
in water and so many people it’s
almost impossible t.o find a piece
-and to sit on during the hot

sunshine.

called by
it
The "Ilkiir."
WS, refers to the
its frequent
stretch of the ciiiiirado River be-

=

Blythe.
The most famous section is Lake
iiIIVII11. LOOP Moovalia and the
strip
or directly below Lake
tween

gi
F=

7-M TRAVEL
293.1031 _=

Floaring bars and night clubs
set right on the "River" provide
action for night owls. Big River,
Foxes, Hull’s Hut and Polynesian
Village are only a few of the
night spots "River Rats" frequent. Any night during Easter
week thse night spots are packed
to capacity with fun seekers
,,asually tearing the house down.
The growth of the "River" has
isien 11 fast anti astonishing one.
Little towns that pieviously catered only to a few fishermen
and campers are now having to
expand
to accommodate
the
"River Rats" who come from all
over.
Kids come to the "River" to
ski one of the best areas in California. People Camp literally
everywhere, while boats and skiers can be seen from sunrise to
Students

seeking

an

escape
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break,

during

college students ft

students

were

keeping

breaks.
But

during Faster Break can get to
the "Rivet" much sooner than to
Mexico and will probably wish
they had discovered the "River"
before.

last

State

laugh

Stanford

students

because

and

gel

while

Santa

Clara

10 PAMPER
YOU, SERVE
VOU, SHINE
2094 EL CAMINO REAL
YOUR
SANTA CLARA
SHOES
ACROSS PROM PX SHOPPING (INTER
CIVIC PLAZA SPIOPPING CENTER

civic miliciums

Tired of seeing the sante ()Id
faces? Then don’t go to Mazatlan
during F:aster vacation.
If what happened during settlester break Is any indication, you
are likely to meet more classmates in a week in that popular
tourist town la day-and -a-half
train ridel south of the border
than you might in the same time
on the SJS campus.
In some ways it was as though
I had never left the school on
my semester break trip to Mazatlan. I wasn’t struck by this
fact until I had hoarded the train
at Mexicali to start the last leg
of my journey.
I noticed behind me sat two
college-aged girls. Guessing they.
too, were on semester break, I
asked, "Where do you go to
school?"
reD4 COEDS

are

under their study lamps, SJS
students might he under the
bright lights of Las Vegas.

By CYNTHIA HALE
Spring vacation, wow! Sunshine, just -warm days, the encouraging
smell
of
growing
things, a whole week of rest and
relaxation somes to mind. Visions
z esemble t ravel posters of
Surfing, sunning, spring skiing
. .. what a choice.
Travel folders, maps, weather
reports and horoscope books clutter the desk. Excitement clutters
the mind. I dredge every tale
ever heard about wild spring vacations from my fund of trivia
and multiply the fun a thousand
times. "Good" becomes "superf antast ic."

Ctu-ses, foiled again.
Why do employers always
think students Just love to work
during v a ca tions? No more
beaches, no more bom bing
around, no more visions. Spring
vaeation transformed from pleasure to pain. Oh, well, maybe
next year.
Meanwhile, dreams are still
available. And there is always

Their reply: "San Jose State."
I soon found they were not the
only ones. By the end of my five-

sunshine on the bench outside
during lunch hour. Who knows,
maybe some other trapped employe of the opposite sex will
wander glumly into my life. And
.we can share our shattered plans.
It may even be raining in Mazatlan.
Just be glad it’s spring and will
soon be summer.

Danger Lurks:

Easter Villain
Is Wicked Egg

We formulate a tentative Plan
of Action. Basically, we settle on
a six-day orgy, Easter Sunday
excluded. All day on the beach.
all night at a party; from Santa
Cruz to Mazatlan, Mexico. First
day back in school will find the
survivors brown, bloodshot, and
verging on mononucleosis.
My short, dishwater hair and
small
hotly are
replaced by a
long -blonde-haired exotic beauty
in the Plan. There are always
plenty of attentive and goodlooking men available (Details
aren’t important.) It will be the
Most Memorable Week of My
Life.

By VICTORIA RANDALL
Imagine your lovely and delicious Easter dinner. Picture the
home -baked muffins, the crisp
green salad with mayonnaise
dressing, the broccoli with Hollandaise sauce, the thick brown
beef gravy, the cool and refreshing custard, and the tangy lemon
meringue pie.
Now see this image. Your eyes
are watery and swollen, your
stomach is upset and plagued
with cramps, your arms and
chest are covered with hives,
your mouth is filled with canker
sores, anti you’re vomiting all
day long.
Who would ever guess that a
sumptuous Ea.ster meal contains
hidden dangers? Or in this case,
- the
one hidden ingredient

Clashing into the unreal, idyllic vision comes a very real sound
of a ringing phone. How mundane it seems to answer a telephone when my imagination offers such appealing scenes. What
a pain. But, succumbing to fate,
I pick up the receiver. After all,
it could be a :moor) or a free trip
to anywhere.
It isn’t.
"Oh, hello.
"Yes, I do have next week off.
"Oh. the other employes want
some time off? And would I like
to put in some extra time.
Well
"Of course I always need
money. Yes, I was thinking of a
summer job. Oh, I see. Yes, I
guess it would be a good start.
"Yeah, Monday morning. Swell
.
thanks, a lot."

egg.
ALLERGENIC REACTION
But it’s true. This condition
(unpleasant though it is) is an
allergenic reaction to the components of egg white. Second
only to wheat in frequency of
occurrence, this allergy plagues
thousands of people all over the

world and some
are not even
aware of It.
The symptoms, which are unfortunately so drastic in nature,
tire caused by certain cells of
the body working too hard to
repel the foreign substance -in this case, the timid and harmless egg. Since these cells are
overworked, they become damaged and weakened. Thus swelling and skin reaction.s occur. And
with them come a great deal of
misery to the sufferer.
THERE IS HOPE
Although the picture grows
blacker by the minute (first
agony and then death), there is
some hope for the anti-eggster.
You can (1) avoid the little devils
altogether, (2) boil them until
the white is no longer recognizable (this is only effective in
very mild cases) or (3) indulge
in such delicacies as eggless mayonnaise, Ry Krisp crumb crust,
or spice cake sans egg. This is
accomplished with the aid of a
certain brand of baking powder
that contain.); no egg.
Or you can continue to consume them until
well, just

until.
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By MARTY PASTULA

Idyllic Spring Vacation Plans
Submarined by Telephone Ring

MGB’s,

LIP!
VOLUPTUOUS

late

hours celebrating their quarter

SAYE ON PRE-EASTER SALE

HARCUTS:

the

for many
%%ill Ise back

but

to the books.
San JONI. students
mere stutlying hard for the last
couple of weeks tor mid -terms,
Stanford, Cul and Santa Clara

Students Relax on The ’River’
sun

stm-searching

spring

Visit Maiatlan: Watering Hole
For Migratory College Students

’66, ’65,

’63,

TR.4A, ’66, IRS, 15.000 miles
Triumph Spitfire ’67. white
Datsun ’67 1600 Rdstr., 10,000 miles
Jaguar ’62 XKE Rdstr.
MG-TF ’56 Rdstr.
TR-3 ’60
Sunbeam ’60

$1190
$ 490
$ 490

FOREIGN CARS
Fiat ’67 coupes, red, blue, white
VM/ ’68’s. red. blue
Opel ’65, 6 Cyl. Spec.
VW ’68 BoS, 9 Pass.
VW ’65
’64 Buses

$1090
$1695
$ 995
$1995
$1395

lllll

All cars guaranteed for 6 montitt
20 low price transportation ears from $175

.SIRAKY MOTORS
939 E. El Camino. Sunnyvale
(Between

Wolfe &

Hem Rds.

7301020

The choice, as they say, is up
to you. At any rate, the next
time you came face to face with
a golden brown waffle smothered
in rich vanilla ice cream, keep in
mind that therein lies a danger.

day vacation, I estimated more
college - aged Mazatlan tourists
vvere from SJS than anywhere
else.
Why this was nobody seemed to
know. Without a doubt their presence Wed a welcome touch of
home to the exciting atmosphere
of the foreign city.
MORE OF SAME
fair assumption students
It’s
going to Mazatlan over Easter
vacation can expect more of the
same. In the event everyone but
you stays home, there are a fm
useful tips to know to get the
most out of your trip.
First, it is important to learn
the currency. Otherwise, you
stand a chance of mistaking pesos
for dollars, which is disastr
since one peso is worth only :mi.eighth of a dollar.
Also it is a good idea to review any Spanish you might I
know. Needless to say, the onIN
English -speakers in 1Vfazatlan are
tourists.
With these basics out of the
way, you’re ready to start your
journey. The train. which leaves
from Mexicali at 8 nightly, is the
cheapest way to go. Traveling
second class costs $8.
You can go first class and get
a sleeping berth for $17, but for
the money second class is the
way to go.

wiiwn shops have
the local
a wide variet ot souvenirs.
If you do spend much lime at
the beach then bring
lot of sun
tun oil because it is vas!. to get
a bad burn.
Keeping these tips in mind, you
could probably have u good time
till hy yourself. If you do get
stuek, just look around - no HMI‘
ter where you go in Mazatlan
it is more than likely you will
be among familiar California
faces.

COUPleS

BRING FOOD

come to

It’s a good idea to bring plenty
of American food. Although the
train has a diner, the food is not
very appealing to American
tastes. One thing not to du is buy
hot food from the vendots who
mob the train at every stop. Stick
with the fruit; it’s plentiful and
there’s less chance of after effects.
The train arrives in Mazatlan
at 4 in the morning. The first
thing to do is check into a hotel.
I would recommend the Olas
Atlas; it is clean and is the least
expensive hotel at the beach.
Once settled, you’re ready to
relax and enjoy one of the most
easy-going and enjoyable spots in
all Mexico. Nothing is hurried in
Mazatlan. Don’t get upset at a
restaurant with the slow service
that’s just the way things are
done there.
Food is fairly inexpensive. It’s
possible to live on less than a
dollar a day and not g.,o hungry.

Carlyle
Jewelers
in Palo Alto

for their

Diamond Rings
BECAUSE:

TUery hove shopped and cora.
pared ond have found thief
Corlyle’s prics AIM H.P.11. higher and in most instances r
substantially lower than prices
the semis gustelsewhere for
ily Diamonds.

CHEAP BOOZE
As for drinking, the price of
beer ranges from one peso teight
cents) to three. Bacardi rum is
about two dollars a quart and tequila around 40 cents a pint. You
can stay pretty well smashed, I
found, and not go broke.
There is an unlinnted number
of sights to see and places to go.
So don’t spend all your time on
the beach soaking up the rays.
The huge otxm-air market is
filled with interesting sights and

engagement Rings Iron one
Save

20% with

Carlq

ASB card

J&WILISPIO

535 Bryant Street
Downtown Palo Alto
Open Thurs ’til 9 323-2834

streammememmworew

filataOrt
UNIQUE CONCEPTS IN CLOTHING

BELL BOTTOMS
& Other
Unique Fashions
IV’to Discount With Student Body Cord
1742 El Camino Real at El Monte
Mt. View
Open ’til 9 Mon -Fri., Sat. 10.6
Phone 967-3037

Sefieee it op not?

no cover charge entertainment nitely
at 9 p.
MON. & TUES.:
THE
FUNKLEBERRY BOYS (b’ufeor
Wed. thru Sat.: THE FLASH
Sunday: Dennis Oririg
Red Ram
10th & William
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There Are Bunnies ... Then There Are \Bunnies’
Playboy Club Offers Alternative
To Broken Easter Bunny Lovers

Viet GI’s
Find Leslie
In Eggs
By JACK TINSLEY
Vietnam scrvicement will receive a great morale boost this
Easter. Special Forces Division
Company A, is being sent 200
eggs by the city of San Mateo,
with a photograph of Playmate
Leslie Bianchini of San Carlos
tucked in each egg.
Leslie, who appeared in the
January 1969 Playboy magazine
as a playmate, receives numerous
fringe benefits. The enviable position provides, among other
benefits, a $100 a day, plus an
expense account whenever she is
on promotional tours,
But Leslie is also concerned
about the men in Vietnam. She
receives between 50 and 60 letters from Vietnam each week.
Each day she allots at least an
hour to personally answer all
correspondence from Vietnam.
Leslie adds a personal touch
to each sedviceman’s letter by
always autographing her photo
and extending an imitation to
visit the San Francisco Playboy
Club.
Leslie shams also a concern
for the injured sersicemen who
have returned from Vietnam. She
says that occasionally she and
7:other Bunnies visit Letterman
Hospital. She enjoys the opportunity of posing for pictures with
the servicement, and at their request, signing autographs.
Being a playmate Is definitely
exciting, Leslie says. She feels in
this role she serves as the ultimate symbol of every man’s
desire.

THE BEST THING
TO RECEIVE AT
EASTER IS . .
if;

LUSCIOUS LESLIE Bianchini, January playmate
of the month, revealed that each week, she
receives between 50 and 60 letters from Vietnam, and spends "at least an hour personally
answering each leiier." Last week, 200 Easter
eggs with her photograph tucked inside were
sent under the auspices of the city of San
Mateo to the Screaming Eagles, Company A,

Reporter’s Scoop

Aging Bunny Shot En Route;
Enraged Chicken Aids Rabbit
By BRUCE REILLY
As the sun slowly rises in the
east we see a silvery cropdusting
plane make its hesitating way
across the beautiful Kansas sky.
Leaning from the skle window
of the plane is the ever-present
roving reporter following his latest story, the Easter Bunny.
As the plane approaches the
furry creature. the roving reporter raises a bullhorn to his mouth.
"Heave to down there Mr.
Easter Bunny," bellows the reporter.
The bunny, completely caught
up in his work of delivering Molly Brown Chocolate Eggs ($5.95 a
dozen) to the children of the
world, hippity-hops on his merry
way without even slowing.
In a moment of anger the reporter draws his M-16 and fires
three v,arning shots into the
bunny’s leg.
DROPS BASKET
The bunny dmps his basket of
eggs and clutches the wounded
leg. He sinks slowly to the
ground as the mving reporter
signals for the pilot to land in
a nearby field.
The reporter, microphone in
hand, jumps from the plane and
rushes toward the wriggling
body. The pilot trots behind
clutching a First Aid kit. As the
Florence Nightingale of the crop
dusting set works feverishly to
halt the flow of creamy chocolate pouring from the wound, the
reporter starts to ask his questions.

(4)
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ly
kooe Marie
9th & Santa Clara
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Special Forces Division in Vietnam. "In San
Francisco, bunnies and I occasionally visit Letterman Hospital," Leslie revealed. "It is a great
feeling to autograph and upon request, to pose
for pictures with returning Vietnam veterans."
The Screaming Eagles have requested that Leslie become their pin-up.

Sativoteitti, Samvo ct]
Glta4T ShVINGS!

"How long have you been in
this business, Mr. Bunny?"
"First of all, sonny, my name
isn’t Mr.. it’s Mrs., hIrs. P. C.
Bunny. I’m 79 years old. My
serial number is ... (she squints
through a thin veil of tears and
reads the 12 numbers)."
PILOT IRATE
The pilot, eyes overflowing
with drops of lamentation, grabs
the reporter by his love beads
and blubbers, "You shot a helpless old lady, you NRA reject!"
"Shut up sissy!" blasts the reporter. "I have a real scoop
Visions of a magnificent 42point Erbar headline pmclaiming
"EASTER BUNNY IS 79-YEAROLD GRANDMOTHER" (with
his by-line of course) dance
through the reporter’s head.
His journalistic drive for acctwacy finally pops his dream of
glory and he is forced to dully
inquire, "You are a grandmother?"
’’Why of course I am," cries
the frightened rabbit. "But I’d
appreciate it if you’d keep my
little secret quiet."
"You must be kidding." laughs
the beaming reporter. Then in
a brilliant flash of "newsman’s
intuition" he asks, "Hey, are you
trying to hide something else
from your vast public other than
the fact that you’re a pensioner?"
REVEALS SECRET
The aged bunny covers the
ears of the sobbing pilot and
whispers, "Well, to tell you the
truth, as all good bunnies must,
I am. You see, during the offseason I’m hutch mother at the
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REPORTER BOASTS
"Lucky for me that I recently mastered the art of flying,"
boasts the merrier. "Well so
long flop ears. You’ll he trading
my by-lined story of your activities in papers around the world
this evening."
As the roving reporter dashes
for the plane the Easter Bunny
makes a mysterious gesture with
her nose.
Suddenly a gigantic, gaily colored Easter egg comes hurtling
from the sky. It makes a perfect
crash landing between the reporter and the plane. The egg
cracks open and uut pops a 70foot, bright yellow chick. A
frightened yell for help comes
from the reporter as the mortster
swallows him in one gull).
The last sound to come from
the chick as it flies Into the sunrise is an anguishes’ cry from the
deepest part of its stomach,
sounding something like "ROSEE-E-FtUD-D-D."

for your
dining pleasure

. .

Elegant atmosphere and gracious service hare long
been the features responsible for ihe SIIMPSS Of hiS
S 111114’, for
fine San Jose restaurant. Wake l’f’
a memorable evening.
1401 South First
at \Iota

reservations
Phone 292.12(in

For

it choice. Cecile declared, how ever, "We’ve got more class. Men
like to see clothed women."
Joey added that most of the
people who go to the top ess
clubs are either visitors from out
of town or just curious. "We
have regular customers at the
Playboy Club," Joey said.
While most of the customers (.r
the club are men, Joey ark,
Cecile pointed out that a lot of
women are ftequent customers.
Joey said that it’s rare for nien
to make passes at the girls. When
it does hataxm, the guy really
loses because the girls ignore
him.
Many movie stars and sports
figures come into the club. Tony
Bennett, Jack Jones, and Willie
McCovey are a few that the girls
have met.
The job of being a Bunny also
requires character. "You have to
have a personality." Cecile said.
Both girls said that a Bunny has
to be pleasant, smiling, interesting, able to hold a conversation,
and have a sense of humor.
Cecile added "pliable" to the
list. because "a Bunny can’t
break under pressure or the unexpected."
However, there isn’t only one
kind of a girl that can become
a Bunny. "The only way we’re
alike is in our job performance,"
Cecile said.
The Bunnies as a group have
played basketball and football
(touch presumably). Bunny Joey
was the captain of the Bunny
basketball team when it played
the KNBR disc jockeys in 1967,
and the Woodland VIP’s in 1968.
She also player’ football in
Sacramento and this year another basketball game against
the KFRC disc jockeys. Cecile
also participated in the KNBR
game.
On the David Susskincl show
recently a gmup of ladies who
formed the Women’s Liberation
Front spoke of the Playboy Bunnies in a degrading tone. "Too
many people think the Bunnies
are the ideal American female
because they’re great-looking and
sexy." they charged.
Inside the club a Bunny is a
Playboy hostess; outside the club
she may be a wife, a mother, the
girl next door, or even a college
student. Why good gosh, she may
even he an Easter Bunny.

nylon ’’like it parachute," Joey
says. (Well, not exactly litre a
par achute. )
Why wear a Bunny suit when
you can go topless? Cecile, who
is married, probably hasn’t got

KRYSTAL WARREN, A F(JRMER BUNNY in the Detroit,
Jamaica and San Francisco
Playboy Clubs and now a resident of San Jose, reflected
on being a bunny. "I had the
opportunity to meet and associate with celebrities that
would never have entered my
life. One will always remain
Jim
vivid in my memories
former professional
Brown,
football player for the Cleveland Browns. We became acquainted when I was at the
Jamaica Playboy Club," Krystal said.

JUST ARRIVED

POSTERS
Now you can take San Fran-

SAN FRANCISCO

cisco home with you. These

NEW YORK

1969 Renaissance prints are

LONDON

$2.95

great for gifts or just for
your own.

"ON THE LOOSE"
$1.95

BY JERRY AND BENNY RUSSELL

Now two great books just
out in paperbacks. Excellent
for those leisure hours during
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Battle Creek, Michigan Playboy
Club."
With this disclosure the newspeddler doubles over in laughter.
"What a story!" he sputters,
trying to contml his hideous
cackling. "Easter Bunny. Playboy
Bunny. GREAT! But why keep it
quiet? It’s vvorth a million
laughs."
"There’d be a terrible scandal."
yells the harried hare.
Ignoring this outburst, the
news-monger says, "Let’s get
moving. We can still make the
1 o’clock deadline."
The heartbroken bunny pats
the pilot on the head and says,
"Please let him stay. Can’t you
see that the poor man is too upset to fly a plane?"

By STEVE SWENSON
"We look just like college
girls." the two blondes exclaimed.
They used to be college girls. Now
they’re Playboy Bunnies at the
San Francisco Playboy Club.
The Spartan Daily will not get
."pornographic" like some state
college publications. The two
Bunnies were Interviewed for a
very good reason.
Why? Because it’s Easter, and
during Easter one thinks of
Easter Bunnies.
Since all enlightened college
students know there is no Easter
Bunny, the law of substitution
takes over. Whereas no one has
seen an Easter Bunny, these Bunnies can be seen, heard, smelled,
and in certain delightful cases.
tilasted and touched
The two beautiful girls are
Bunny Cecile and Bunny Joey
who are friendly, lively, and interesting. Bunny Cecile is a native San Franciscan who attended San Francisco State and has
been a kindergarten teacher.
Bunny Joey was born in Santa
Ana, Calif., and attended Santa
Ana Junior College.
Both girls love the outdoor
sports of swimming, tennis, water
skiing, bike riding and going to
the beach. The girls also read the
best sellers, and under their
blonde hair, there’s a lot of grey,
as in matter.
How and why did the girls become Playboy Bunnies? Both
Cecile and Joey said it was just
a whim they had when they saw
an ad in the paper.
The girls went thiough a two
week training period to become
Playboy hostesses. In the second
week they had the enviable job
of following an experienced Bunny around.
The girls admitted being a
little nervous for the first couple
of weeks. Joey said that the bartenders tended to scare her at
first, although she added they’re
pretty nice guys.
Joey and Cecile haven’t made
any spectacular mistakes, but a
rather embarrassing moment occurred vvhen one of the Bunnies
tripped over a projector cord.
They earned their Bunny suits,
which are tailor-made, refuting
the opinions that extra small is
a standard size. The suits are
made out of satin, rayon. and

THE MASON WILLIAMS
READING MATTER
NOW ONLY

break.
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Spring Brings Many Shades o Black and White

Charter Flights
Los Angeles-London -Los Angeles
%ia
Boeing 707 TransPiilar Jrt
Rso.u.nt pT, r.:;r0

Return

Deport

SEPT. 14
SEPT. 9
SEPT. 14

JUNE 6
JUNE 18
JUNE 25

$295.00
$295.00
$295.00

"East Meets West", as Cheryle
displays a touch of the Orient in
a striking "yukata-inspired" top
of red, white and black lotus blossoms. Displayed over white bellbottoms, this is from The Clothes
Horse Boutique. Jim presents the
occidental influence with a tailored
grey flannel suit from Roos Atkins
of San Jose.

These flights are aailalile only
to Faculty NIsiiiliers, !mildews.
1:anipus Maff anti immediate faiii
Him This charter program is not
/11.
1.01111.11111
sponsored
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"Afro-Inspiration" in his and her form are worn by Cindi and
Lee. The daishiki and tunic dress, in black and creme combinations,
comes from The FantrIstic Collection of Stamps, 123 S. 3rd St.

"Back to Black" is our theme for the outfits modeled by Kathy and
Rick. Kathy is wearing a black and white silk dress, with full butterfly
sleeves, from The Fantastic Collection of Stamps. Rick is sporting a
daishiki with sash of his own design.
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STAFF

SPECIAL’

ST/ .DEiNI. AND F..1(:1 1,1’1.
GREEN FEE:
Weekdays $1.25
Sat., Sun., Hol.
After 12 Noon $1.50
DRIVING RANGE
Bucket for 50(t

ADDRESS
COLLEGE
FACULTY

ROAD

7

$ .00
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The ’New’ Cinema Burbank _xc.u4fiee.

Some

552 So. Bascom Ave.

things
you just
take for
granted..

"ONE OF THE YEAR’Sjp1)3,1T!"

...until you become a
Peace Corps Volunteer!
See us on 7th st. this week for information and also
registration for the 35 minute Language Aptitude Test.

VW’s. FOREIGN CARS.
$395 and up

CHICKEN
ON YOUR MIND?

Zr

1411111111,7%,
VW Repairs: (Parts all extra.)
Clutch Job

$ 7.90
;15.90

Valve Job

;39.90

Tune-up

$19.90

Brake Job

All Body Work at Low Prices
*********

VOLKSWAGEN PARTS PRICES
All Parts Original German Made
.
.40
WIPER BLADES to ’64 .
.06t 0 .Ank
.
.
.
POINTS
110,
HEAD LAMP GLASS . 4:i/
0
.
.
HUB CAPS .
.
.
CLUTCH DISC .
BUMPER, FRONT .
MUFFLER to ’62
NEW GENERATOR, Factory Guaranteed

.
.
.

.

"South of the Border’’, down Tower Hall Way provides the backdrop for Kathy and Caesar. The Mexican palm trees lend a special
touch to the navy and white pant ensemble modeled by Kathy,
from The Clothes Horse Botique, 242 S. 3rd St. Caesar wears a
multi-colored tunic shirt from The Fantastic Collection of Stamps.

$ .69
1.35
.99
1.35
5.95
7.95
6.95
. 29.90

.
.
.
.

When you feel like chicken.
the place to visit is Colonel
Sander’s. We feature "SudSe\ en IiiIN S Or
den Sery
the week. There’s no need to
just come
phone ahead
right in and pick up your
order.
Crispy. fried chicken is our
served with
specialty.
golden french fries. hot buttered rolls. and our special
gray y - it all adds up to a
meal that is hard to beat.
So point yourself in our direction today. Visit Colonel
Sander’s and take adYantage
of our sudden set.% ice.
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" ’The Graduate."Bonnie
and Clyde.’ This year it
may well be ’Joanna.’ It is
fresh; its spirit is
contemporary. It is a joy
to watch."
-Saturday Review
"There is creativity galore
in ’Joanna.’ Michael Sarne
can take a bow for having
plunged ahead with
originality, free style,
built-in musicality, high
purpose, and overall grasp
of what cinema is all
about these days."
-William Wolf, Cue

939 E. EL CAMINO REAL
SUNNYVALE

SIRAKY MOTORS

12th aml Santa Clara

MO/. Isms CABBBBIA 1146 tRoniolA CAAur, fo. Bun CANDrOon E01.011
Delute
ROD Mcku0.1 SOUND/RACK AVAILABLE ON DOD/ CENT,/ ROI/ Rf crRD9 I

286-8685

"Michael Sarne in the
most dazzling directorial
debut of the year. Joanna
is an adolescent who
plays musical beds with
every boy who rubs up
against her, and generally
lives without any of the
conventional moral
hang-ups."_Time Magazine
" ’The Umbrellas of
Cherbourg,"A Man and a
Woman,"Elvira Madigan’
and now, ’Joanna.’ "
Judith CHO,
New York Magazine

1.0.114..

20*

"This film about abortion,
violence,racial love out
of wedlock will be
controversial. I suggest
you go see for yourself."
Liz Smith, Cosmopolitan
"The makers of ’Joanna’
knew what they were
doing. Michael Sarne had
satire on his mind. There
are stretches of wit,
power, old-fashioned
sentiment and technical
brilliance. There are fine,
solid performances."
-Remits Adler, N.Y. Times
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"Genevieve Waite, a
breathless young Lolita
who waltzes her way
through an orgy of high
fashion, music, nude bed
scenes and dippity-doo
movie madness."
Rex Reed
" ’JOANNA’ IS A FEAST
OF SURPRISES! It is free,
tender, life -loving, creative
and concerned about
values, a milieu in which
inter-racial sexuality is
a simple fact rather than

a rebel cause."

-Playboy Magazine

